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  Crown Imperial William Walton
(1902–1983)
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION
  PRESIDENT MARK BURSTEIN
LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
 SHELBY SIEBERS ’20
2020 UNIVERSITY AWARDS 
 CELIA BARNES, Associate Professor of English, Award for Excellence in Teaching
  ROB NEILSON, Frederick R. Layton Professor of Studio Art and Professor of 
Art, Award for Excellence in Scholarship or Creative Activity
  BRIGID VANCE, Assistant Professor of History, Award for Excellent Teaching by 
an Early Career Faculty Member
CLASS OF 2020 SENIOR SPEAKER
 SAMANTHA LIZBETH TORRES
REMARKS TO THE GRADUATING CLASS 
 NATASHA TRETHEWEY, Doctor of Humane Letters
CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE
 BACHELOR OF MUSIC
 PRESIDENT BURSTEIN and BRIAN PERTL ’86, Dean of Conservatory of Music
 BACHELOR OF ARTS/BACHELOR OF MUSIC
 PRESIDENT BURSTEIN and DEAN PERTL
 BACHELOR OF ARTS
 PRESIDENT BURSTEIN and PROVOST KODAT
LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY
ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY FIRST COMMENCEMENT
SUNDAY, JUNE 14, 2020
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RETIRING FACULTY MEMBERS
 DAVID BURROWS, Master of Arts
 Professor of Psychology
 
 RUTH LUNT, Master of Arts
 Associate Professor of German
 THOMAS RYCKMAN, Master of Arts
 Professor of Philosophy
 RICHARD SANERIB, Master of Arts
 Associate Professor of Mathematics
PRESIDENT’S REMARKS
CLOSING WORDS
  LINDA MORGAN-CLEMENT 
  Julie Esch Hurvis Dean of Spiritual and Religious Life
RECESSIONAL





* LILY MARIE JOSEPHINE AGNEW, Music Education (Instrumental/General)
  Senior Experience: Student Teaching; advisor, Matthew Arau
* JULIANNA FAITH BASILE, Music Education (Instrumental/General), Performance 
(Flute) (Ethnic Studies)
  Senior Experience: Student Teaching; advisor, Matthew Arau
 JULIAN REID BENNETT, Performance (Cello)
  Senior Experience: Senior Recital; advisor, Horacio Contreras
§ JENA ROSE BLISS, Music Education (Choral/General), Performance (Voice)
  Senior Experience: Student Teaching; advisor, Stephen Sieck
  Senior Experience: Jena Bliss’ Senior Recital; advisor, Steven Spears
 JOSEPH GREGORY DENNIS, Contemporary Voice and Songwriting, student-designed
  Senior Experience: Joe Dennis Senior Recital; advisor, Estelí Gomez
 AMOS J. EGLESTON, Performance (Trumpet)
  Senior Experience: Music Recital; advisor, John Daniel
 NOLAN SCOTT EHLERS, Performance (Percussion) (Pedagogy)
  Senior Experience: Else, If Else Commissioning Project; advisors, Brian Pertl, 
Dane Richeson
 NICHOLAS THOMAS FAHRENKRUG, Performance (Voice)
  Senior Experience: Senior Recital; advisor, John Gates
 COLE WILLIAM FOSTER, Performance (Euphonium)
§ MATTHEW DEAN FOWLER, Music Education (Instrumental), Performance 
(Saxophone)
  Senior Experience: Urban Suite: 3 Pictures of New Amsterdam—Commissioned 
by Carlos Michans; advisors, Steven Jordheim, Matthew Arau
* NATALIE MARIE GALSTER-MANZ, Performance (Cello), Music Education 
(Instrumental)
  Senior Experience: Schumann, Schubert, Britten; advisor, Horacio Contreras
  Senior Experience: Student Teaching; advisor, Matthew Arau
§ SAMANTHA MICHELLE GIBSON, Music Education (Choral/General)
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§ ALEXANDER DAVID HADLICH, Music Education (Choral/General) 
  (Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
* ALLIE DANIELLE HORTON, Music Education (Choral/General)
  Senior Experience: Senior Recital; advisor, Steven Spears
§ JONATHAN THOMAS IBACH, Music Education (Instrumental/General), 
Performance (Horn)
 BENJAMIN CHAMBERS JOHNSON, Performance (Voice), Music Education 
(Choral/General) (Theatre Arts)
  Senior Experience: Senior Recital; advisors, Stephen Sieck, Timothy Troy
  Senior Experience: Student Teaching; advisor, Stephen Sieck
 CLAYTON J. KNOLL, Performance (Double Bass) (Economics)
  Senior Experience: Bass Recital: Works by Bach, Beethoven, Bottesini, Garner, 
Monk, and Rivers; advisor, Mark Urness
§ SARAH ANNE KRYSAN, Music Education (Instrumental/General)
 ZOE ELIZABETH MARKLE, Performance (Double Bass)
  Senior Experience: Zoe’s Senior Recital; advisor, Mark Urness
 HENRY McCAMMOND-WATTS, Educational Advocacy, student-designed
§ VICTOR GABRIEL MONTAÑEZ CRUZ, Music Education (Choral/General)
§ NICHOLAS MATTHEW MUELLNER, Performance (Saxophone), Music Education 
(Instrumental)
* ERIK NOEL NORDSTROM, Performance (Voice), Music Education (Choral/General)
  Senior Experience: Me and My Shadow; advisor, Steven Paul Spears
  Senior Experience: Student Teaching; advisor, Stephen Sieck
* DELANEY ILAH OLSEN, Performance (Oboe), Music Education (General)
  Senior Experience: Spoons: An Inside Look at Ableism within Music 
Performance; advisors, Nora Lewis, Matthew Turner
  Senior Experience: Student Teaching; advisor, Brigetta Miller
§ KELCI MAREE PAGE, Music Education (Choral/General) (Innovation & 
Entrepreneurship)
† ANNA ELIZABETH PATCH, Music Education (Choral/General)
  Senior Experience: Student Teaching; advisors, Matthew Arau, Brigetta Miller
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 ALEXANDER JEFFREY QUADE, Performance (Percussion)
  Senior Experience: Researching the Dance, Music, and Culture of the Ewe  
People in Ghana; advisor, Dane Richeson
 ALEXANNA ELIZABETH QUINN, Performance (Violin) (English)
 EMILY STILES RICHTER, Performance (Voice)
  Senior Experience: Senior Recital; advisor, Steven Spears
 MARIA LOUISE SANTOS, Performance (Piano) (Pedagogy)
  Senior Experience: Senior Recital; advisor, Catherine Kautsky
* JOAN ROSA SHALIT, Performance (Violin), Music Education (Instrumental)
  Senior Experience: Senior Violin Recital; advisor, Samantha George
§ PANKHURI SINGH, Music Education (Choral/General), Performance (Voice)
† JOSHUA ONGSIP TAN, Music Education (Instrumental)
  Senior Experience: Student Teaching; advisor, Brigetta Miller
 MARGARET LORENE THOMPSON, Performance (Trumpet)
  Senior Experience: Senior Recital; advisor, John Daniel
 HANNAH ELIZABETH TOBIAS, Performance (Flute) (Education Studies, 
Pedagogy, Psychology)
  Senior Experience: Senior Recital; advisor, Erin Lesser
 LIAM T. WOOD, Performance (Piano)
  Senior Experience: Senior Piano Recital; advisor, Anthony Padilla
* Degree granted December 31, 2019
† Degree granted January 1, 2020
§ Degree to be awarded upon completion of requirements
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BACHELOR OF ARTS/BACHELOR OF MUSIC
JUNE 14, 2020
 STEPHEN GREGORY DEETER, Physics, Music Composition, Music Theory
  Senior Experience: Simulating Sung Vocal Production Using the Digital 
Waveguide Method; advisor, Jeffrey Collett
  Senior Experience: Senior Composition Portfolio; advisor, Joanne Metcalf
  Senior Experience: Goals and Methods of the Core Music Theory Requirement 
in Undergraduate Music Programs; advisor, Ian Bates
§ LIA JULIANNE ELDRIDGE, French, Music Education (Instrumental)
  Senior Experience: L’Éducation musicale aux écoles primaires: un outil de 
la propagande pendant la Première et Deuxième Guerre Mondiales (Music 
Education in Elementary Schools: Propaganda During the First and Second 
World Wars); advisor, Lifongo Vetinde
  Senior Experience: Student Teaching; advisor, Matthew Arau
† MAYAN RUBE ESSAK, Mathematics, Performance (Piano)
  Senior Experience: Survey of Ramsey Theory; advisor, Scott Corry
  Senior Experience: Recital: Exploring Genre; advisor, Catherine Kautsky
 JESSICA LEE GEHRING, English, Performance (Violin) (Creative Writing)
  Senior Experience: Our Faulther; advisor, Melissa Range
  Senior Experience: Senior Recital; advisor, Samantha George
† JEREMIAH DAVID JENSEN, Physics, Music Education (Instrumental)
  Senior Experience: Transits of Exoplanets; advisor, Megan Pickett
 JULIA ANN JOHNSON, Psychology, Performance (Cello) (Pedagogy)
§ AMANDA GRACE KARNATZ, Mathematics, Music Education (Choral/General)
 ABIGAIL E. KEEFE, Mathematics, Performance (Violin)
  Senior Experience: Representing Pitch Spaces with Symbolic Dynamics;  
advisor, Alan Parks
  Senior Experience: Senior Recital; advisor, Wen-Lei Gu
 RICHARD McCARTHY KUBLY, Physics, Performance (Guitar, Emphasis in Jazz Studies)
 LIAM TIERNEY PATRICK McDONALD, English, Performance (Trombone)
  Senior Experience: One by one they were all becoming shades, Elucidating the 
mechanisms of colonialism and the character of colonial subjects in James 
Joyce’s Dubliners; advisors, Celia Barnes, Karen Hoffmann
  Senior Experience: Senior Recital: “Music+,” works by Daniella Candellari,  
Robert Schumann, and Dominic Ellis; advisor, Timothy Albright
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 CALLIE OCHS, Biology, Performance (Clarinet)
  Senior Experience: Composition and Abundance of Chironomids in a Tropical 
Urban Gradient at the Rio Piedras Watershed; advisor, Bart De Stasio
  Senior Experience: Senior Recital; advisor, David Bell
 BIANCA CELINE SANTIAGO PRATTE, Psychology, Performance (Flute) (Music Theory)
  Senior Experience: Music and Memory: Working Memory Training in the Aural 
Skills Classroom; advisor, Lori Hilt
  Senior Experience: Senior Chamber Recital; advisor, Erin Lesser
 SARA L. PROSTKO, Psychology, Performance (Flute)
  Senior Experience: Testing the Interpersonal Theory of Suicide in a Community 
Sample of Adolescents; advisor, Lori Hilt
  Senior Experience: Senior Flute Recital; advisor, Erin Lesser
§ MARGARET ELLEN SMITH, Theatre Arts, Music Education (Choral/General/
Instrumental)
  Senior Experience: SPAMALU presents Little Shop of Horrors;  
advisors, Timothy Troy, Phillip Swan
  Senior Experience: Senior Recital; advisor, John Gates
 NICHOLAS ARTHUR SUMINSKI, Chemistry, Performance (Piano)
  Senior Experience: Synthesis of Flexible Lewis Pair Ligands for Use in Tunable, 
Platinum-based Hydrogen Evolution Catalysts; advisor, Graham Sazama
  Senior Experience: Senior Recital; advisor, Catherine Kautsky
§ REBECCA M. SWANSON, Psychology, Music Education (Instrumental/General), 
Performance (Saxophone)
  Senior Experience: Gendered Musical Instrument Associations in Public School 
Concert Bands; advisor, Beth Haines
  Senior Experience: Student Teaching in Instrumental/General Music Education 
in Milwaukee Public Schools; advisor, Matthew Arau
  Senior Experience: Bright Voices: Commissioned Music for Saxophone. Works by 
Cassie Wieland, Gemma Peacocke, Daniel Whitworth, Ben Portzen, and Zack 
Baltich; advisor, Steven Jordheim
 EVANGELINE DUVAL WERGER, German, Performance (Piano)
  Senior Experience: Gleichheit in klassische Musik: der Kanon aus der Gleichung 
nehmen (English: Taking the Canon out of the Equation: Equality in Classical 
Music); advisor, Alison Guenther-Pal
  Senior Experience: Beyond the Cage: a Deaf Birds Project; advisor, Brian Pertl
† Degree granted January 1, 2020




 ABBOSALI SH. ABBOSOV, Economics (Gender Studies)
  Senior Experience: Global Development of Migrant Remittances: Evidence  
from South-East Asian Countries; advisors, Hillary Caruthers, Dylan Fitz,  
Helen Boyd Kramer
 SIMON ZANE ABBOTT, Computer Science (Mathematics)
  Senior Experience: Braid: A Universal Audio Queue; advisor, Kurt Krebsbach
 PROMISE ADDY, Ethnic Studies (Psychology, Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
  Senior Experience: The African American and African Cultural Divide;  
advisor, Jesús Smith
 JACELYNN CECILY ALLEN, Ethnic Studies, Psychology
  Senior Experience: Black Women and Social Health in the Workplace;  
advisor, Jesús Smith
  Senior Experience: Childhood Sexual Abuse and Depression;  
advisor, Gerald Metalsky
§ WASONU OMARI ASWAD ALLEN, Theatre Arts (Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
 MICHELLE ALVAREZ, Biochemistry, Biology (Spanish)
  Senior Experience: Pesticide Exposure in Farmworker Communities:  
Health Effects on Farmworkers; advisors, Nancy Wall, Elizabeth De Stasio
 ALEXIS RUTH ANGEMI, Environmental Studies (Government)
  Senior Experience: Greening Through QR Codes: The Influence of Technology 
on Environmental Education; advisor, Marcia BjØrnerud
 ANDREA ARIVELLA, Government (Economics, History)
  Senior Experience: The Extra Ship: Saudi Arabia and Iran in the Strait of 
Hormuz; advisor, Claudena Skran
 SARA MARIA ARMSTRONG, English (Museum Studies)
  Senior Experience: Student Teaching; advisor, Celia Barnes
* Degree granted December 31, 2019
† Degree granted January 1, 2020
§ Degree to be awarded upon completion of requirements
( ) Minor, Interdisciplinary Area or Area of Emphasis
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 CLAUDIA CELINE ARNDT, Global Studies, Spanish
  Senior Experience: Climate Change in Latin America; advisor, Thelma  
Jiménez-Anglada
  Senior Experience: Ciudad Juárez as a Maquiladora: Representations of  
Neoliberal Globalization and Violence in Charles Bowden’s and Alice Leora 
Briggs’ Dreamland; advisor, Rosa Tapia
 AARON ANDREW ARTHUR, Mathematics (Physics)
  Senior Experience: Synthetic Geometry for Secondary Education;  
advisor, Alan Parks
§ KHISHAL BHAGWAN ASSUDANI, Economics (Government)
 TYKEE ANDRION ATKINS, Government
 FLORA ELIZABETH AUBIN, Theatre Arts
  Senior Experience: Into A Void, Out From The Light; advisor, Timothy Troy
 GABRIEL LYNN BAKER, Economics (Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
  Senior Experience: Future Solutions to Poverty and Information Market Failures; 
advisor, Hillary Caruthers
 BRIDGET MARIE BARTAl, English (Spanish)
  Senior Experience: Curio Cabinets in Truman Capote’s “Other Voices,  
Other Rooms”; advisors, Karen Hoffmann, Timothy Spurgin
 ALEXANDER ELLWOOD BAUER, Philosophy (Biology)
  Senior Experience: The Normative Influence of Epistemic Value: How Epistemic 
Relativism and Objectivism are Conjoined in Contemporary Philosophy;  
advisor, Mark Phelan
 ANA LUCILA DEL CARMEN BAUTISTA RUIZ, Biochemistry
  Senior Experience: Dopamine in Embryonic Biomphalaria glabrata;  
advisor, Judith Humphries
* EMILY LOUISE BEALE, Government
 CARSON EAMES BECKER, Philosophy (Biomedical Ethics)
  Senior Experience: Keeping Pets: A Consideration of Moral Status and Human 
Obligation; advisor, Ingrid Albrecht
 BRITT BEERMANN, English (Cognitive Science, Creative Writing, Linguistics)
  Senior Experience: Until Eternity; advisor, David McGlynn
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 SHONELL BENJAMIN, Biology (Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
  Senior Experience: Thermal Tolerances of Bee Genera Amongst Urban and 
Rural Communities; advisors, Elizabeth De Stasio, Israel Del Toro
§ TALI GALIT BERKOWITZ, Government (Music, English)
  Senior Experience: The Effect of Environment Regulation on Natural 
Monopolies; advisor, Jason Brozek
 TAYLOR ALEXIS BLACKSON, Psychology (Theatre Arts)
  Senior Experience: The Efficacy of Virtual Reality Exposure Therapy for the  
Fear of Public Speaking: A Meta-Presentation; advisor, Beth Haines
 QUINLAN JACKSON BOCK, Computer Science, Mathematics
  Senior Experience: Audio Demixing with Neural Networks;  
advisor, Kurt Krebsbach
  Senior Experience: An Exploration and Implementation of Machine Learning 
Algorithms; advisor, Abhishek Chakraborty
 JORDAN SCOTT BOEHLKE, Neuroscience (Biology, Psychology)
  Senior Experience: Therapeutic Potential of Vitamins on Periodontitis Induced 
Cognitive Deficits; advisor, Linnet Ramos
 MIKAELA LILLY BOLKER, Theatre Arts (Film Studies)
  Senior Experience: SPAMALU presents “Little Shop of Horrors” (Directing); 
advisors, Timothy Troy, Kathy Privatt
 MICHAEL RAYMOND BRADY, Economics
  Senior Experience: Temptation in Vote-Selling: Evidence from a Field Experiment 
in the Philippines; advisor, Hillary Caruthers
 MARY MARGARET BRENNAN, Biochemistry (Biomedical Ethics)
  Senior Experience: Modeling Neurodegenerative Disease: Low-Complexity 
Regions and Phase-Separation of Yeast Ataxin-2; advisor, Kimberly Dickson
 ELIZABETH ANNA BRIDGWATER, Chemistry, Environmental Studies
  Senior Experience: PurpleAir Sensors: New Instrumentation to Enhance 
Community Engagement in Particulate Matter Monitoring Near Industrial 
Activity and Improve Relationships between Scientists and the Public;  
advisor, Deanna Donohoue
  Senior Experience: PurpleAir Sensors: New Instrumentation to Enhance 
Community Participation in Particulate Matter Monitoring Near Industrial 
Activity and Improve Relationships between Scientists and the Public;  
advisor, Deanna Donohoue
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* ALYANA TRECAIN BROWN, Film Studies
  Senior Experience: Private I, Private Life: A Series of Self-Portaits;  
advisor, Anne Haydock
* ELLIOT G. BRUNK, English (East Asian Studies)
  Senior Experience: Jane Austen’s Narratives of Reality and Perception; 
 advisor, Timothy Spurgin
 PETER BUKSZAR, Computer Science, Government
  Senior Experience: Android Studio Front-End Development: Where Should  
I Eat?; advisor, Kurt Krebsbach
  Senior Experience: Jamaica’s Soft Power: An Analysis of the Importance of  
Bob Marley and Usain Bolt; advisor, Claudena Skran
 CASWELL WILLIAM BURR, English
  Senior Experience: Loving Yourself and the Planet: How Robin Wall Kimmerer’s 
Braiding Sweetgrass Demonstrates How Identity Can be a Strength in the Fight 
for Environmental Justice; advisor, Karen Hoffmann
 RUFINO CIRILO CACHO, English, Government (Creative Writing, Ethnic Studies, 
Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
  Senior Experience: The Chronicles of a Beast—A Collection of Poetry;  
advisor, Melissa Range
  Senior Experience: Inquiries about Queer and LGBTQ+ Resources in Chicago; 
advisor, Ameya Balsekar
 ANTHONY JAMES CAPUTA, English (Philosophy)
  Senior Experience: Bond of Soldiers; advisor, Karen Hoffmann
 BENJAMIN WILLIAM CARLICK, Economics
 NILS KONISHI CARLSON, Government (German)
  Senior Experience: Beach You to It: Why Taiwan Isn’t Reliant on the Tourism 
Industry; advisor, Claudena Skran
 MERYL LOUISE CARSON, Studio Art, Theatre Arts
  Senior Experience: Internal Spaces; advisors, Benjamin Rinehart, Rob Neilson
  Senior Experience: Response: A Sculptural Performance; advisors, Aaron 
Sherkow, Kathy Privatt
 SOPHIA MARIE CARTER, English, History
  Senior Experience: Student Teaching; advisor, Karen Hoffmann
  Senior Experience: The Great Famine: A Study of Demographics 1315–1322; 
advisors, Edmund Kern, Jerald Podair
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 CALEB CHANCE CATT, Computer Science (Spanish)
  Senior Experience: Wheel of Fortune Food Picker; advisor, Kurt Krebsbach
 LAUREN ELIZABETH CHALLINOR, English
  Senior Experience: The Many Faces of Hamlet; advisor, Timothy Spurgin
 AMANDA BROOKE CHIN, Studio Art, East Asian Studies
  Senior Experience: Illustrating a Frame of Mind; advisors, Benjamin Rinehart, 
Tony Conrad
  Senior Experience: Recreating the Ephemeral Gathering Through a Digital 
Experience; advisor, Nancy Lin
 SAFIYA AYODELE LEO-MARIE CLARKE, Biochemistry, Biology
  Senior Experience: Relationship between Oral Health and Systemic Diseases; 
advisor, Elizabeth De Stasio
 EVAN LOUIS CLINE, Chemistry
  Senior Experience: Modeling Temperature Dependent Conductivity within 
Acetate Ionic Liquids Using the Compensated Arrhenius Formalism;  
advisor, Allison Fleshman
 LUTIA LATYRA BRIANA COLBERT, English (Creative Writing, Greek)
  Senior Experience: Των Εκδίκησις Της Υπομονής: A Collection; advisors, Melissa 
Range, David McGlynn
 ELLIOT SAMUEL BAREMORE CORDANO, Government (Economics, History)
  Senior Experience: Climate Change Adaptation and Human Development in 
Jamaica: An Analysis of the Agricultural Sector; advisor, Claudena Skran
 MAXWELL PHILLIP CRAIG, English (Creative Writing)
  Senior Experience: Illusory Identity in Nella Larsen’s “Passing”;  
advisor, Karen Hoffmann
 FLORÉAL VIRGINIA CRUBAUGH, Biology (Creative Writing)
  Senior Experience: Soil Microbial Abundance and Plant Diversity of Greenspaces 
in the Fox River Valley; advisor, Relena Ribbons
 ALEXANDER WILIAM DAHL, Biology
  Senior Experience: The Importance of Insect Collections; advisor, Alyssa Hakes
 MAREN BERKEN DAHL, Psychology, Theatre Arts
  Senior Experience: The Efficacy of Drama Therapy with Psychologically 
Traumatized Individuals; advisor, Beth Haines
  Senior Experience: National Youth Administration: A Radio Drama;  
advisor, Kathy Privatt
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 JAMES PAUL DAIGLER, English (Philosophy, Creative Writing)
  Senior Experience: Contrary, (part of ) a novel; advisor, David McGlynn
 MATTHEW RYAN DALEY, Economics (Film Studies)
 OWEN CRAWFORD DAVIES, Computer Science (Cognitive Science)
  Senior Experience: A Greedy Wikiracer: Leveraging Word Vectors to Play the 
Wikipedia Game; advisor, Kurt Krebsbach
 LARISSA SOPHIA DAVIS, Biochemistry, Chemistry (Biology)
  Senior Experience: The Negative Impacts of Copper Phosphate Nanosheet on 
Chironomus riparius Larvae; advisor, Allison Fleshman
 AIDAN P. DELGADO TESCHNER, Chemistry
  Senior Experience: Weyl Photonic Crystals: Long Range Interaction and 
Quantum Entanglement; advisor, Graham Sazama
 MATTHEW M. DEMERS, Biochemistry
  Senior Experience: Exploration of Green Chemistry Concepts in Natural 
Dyes and Design of a Laboratory Activity for Non-chemistry Majors; 
advisor, Allison Fleshman
 DONNA BUIE DEZENDORF, Environmental Studies (Anthropology)
  Senior Experience: Carbon Accounting of Paper Use at Lawrence University; 
advisors, Jeffrey Clark, Marcia BjØrnerud
 KABINDRA PURUSH DHAKAL, Economics
 ELLIE AREL DICKER, Psychology (Gender Studies, Neuroscience)
  Senior Experience: Following the Footprint of Trauma: Using Artificial 
Intelligence to Identify Biological Markers of PTSD; advisor, Linnet Ramos
 FRANKLIE ANTHONY DILONE WUNEZ, Chemistry
  Senior Experience: Synthesis of Thioalkyne Intermediates for  
New Semiconductor Materials; advisor, Stefan Debbert
 SOPHIE BENOIT DION-KIRSCHNER, Biology, Biochemistry
  Senior Experience: Characterizing the Dynamics of Angiogenin Uptake and 
Cellular Localization with a Split-GFP System; advisor, Kimberly Dickson
 DANIELLE JEAN DIXON, Anthropology, Biology
  Senior Experience: Gender Inequality and HIV Prevention in Sub-Saharan 
Africa; advisor, Mark Jenike
  Senior Experience: Decreasing the Spread of Pathogens in Nursing Homes; 
advisor, Brian Piasecki
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* TRANG KHUE ANH DOAN, Economics (Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
  Senior Experience: The application of PIH in Northern Nigeria;  
advisor, Hillary Caruthers
 ETHAN ROBERT DORER, English, Film Studies (Creative Writing)
  Senior Experience: Creative Writing Fiction Portfolio; advisor, David McGlynn
  Senior Experience: EFFIGY; advisor, Anne Haydock
 JASON SCOTT DOUGHERTY, Economics (Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
 JACOB TODD DRINKARD, Economics (Government, Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
  Senior Experience: African Green Revolution: Effect of Input Subsidy Programs 
on Sub-Saharan Farmers; advisor, Hillary Caruthers
 BRIDGET CLAIRE DUERO, Economics, Spanish (Linguistics)
  Senior Experience: Migration in a Closing off World: A Review of “International 
Migration, Remittances and Household Investment: Evidence from Philippine 
Migrants’ Exchange Rate Shocks”; advisor, Hillary Caruthers
  Senior Experience: Identidad y desigualdad; advisor, Madera Allan
 JOSEPH ROBERT DUERO, Neuroscience
  Senior Experience: Recent Advances in CNS Regeneration; advisor, Nancy Wall
† DORA DUJMIĆ, Biochemistry
  Senior Experience: Comparison of Late vs. Adult Onset Multiple Sclerosis; 
advisor, Stefan Debbert
 WILLA JULIA DWORSCHACK, Physics
  Senior Experience: Laser Frequency Comb Automation; advisor, Jeffrey Collett
 SHARON EDAMALA, Biology, Psychology
  Senior Experience: Cytokines and the Pathogenesis of Major Depressive Disorder 
During Chronic Illness; advisor, Judith Humphries
  Senior Experience: Providing Culturally Competent Diagnoses and Treatments 
for Asian Americans; advisor, Lori Hilt
 HAILEY VIRGINIA EDWARDS, Linguistics (Education Studies)
  Senior Experience: Communication in a Pandemic; advisor, Lavanya Murali
§ HAMZA EHSAN, Computer Science, Philosophy
  Senior Experience: Facial Recognition A.I. Drone; advisor, Kurt Krebsbach
  Senior Experience: Incommensurability and the Nature of Scientific Paradigms; 
advisor, Mark Phelan
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 MELISSA A. EILBES, Neuroscience (Psychology)
  Senior Experience: Sex Specific Effects of Vitamin B on Behavior and  
Cognition in a Mouse Model of Ischemic Stroke; advisors, Judith Humphries, 
Linnet Ramos
 BARBARA ISABEL ESPINOSA BARRERA, Anthropology, Economics  
(Biomedical Ethics)
 KENNEDY PAIGE FEILER, Psychology
  Senior Experience: The Effects of Mindfulness Meditation on Unexpected Panic 
Attacks; advisor, Matthew Ansfield
 QUINN MADDOCK FISHER, Global Studies (Spanish)
 ZACHARY TERRENCE FITHIAN, Linguistics, Russian Studies
  Senior Experience: Don’t Give Me Those Attitudes!: Examining the Language 
Ideologies of Gramotnost’ in Russian Culture; advisors, Victoria Kononova, 
Lavanya Murali
 EMMA LOUISE FLETCHER, Physics (Education Studies)
  Senior Experience: Analog Modeling of Fault Reactivation Conditions;  
advisors, Marcia BjØrnerud, Matthew Stoneking
 ANDREW MICHAEL FOLEY, Computer Science, Mathematics (Music)
  Senior Experience: A Foray into Cryptography; advisors, Scott Corry,  
Kurt Krebsbach
 CHRISTOPHER JAMES FOLLINA, Theatre Arts, Religious Studies
  Senior Experience: Richard III; advisor, Timothy Troy
  Senior Experience: The “Pure” Gods: The Far-Right’s Long-Standing Love Affair 
with Norse Neopaganism; advisor, Karen Carr
 CADE FOSTER FRANCOUR, Biochemistry, Chemistry
  Senior Experience: Synthesis of a Modular Stable Organic Radical Framework; 
advisor, Graham Sazama
 ALYSON MAE FRITZMANN, Physics (Economics)
  Senior Experience: Tipping the Scales: How Aerosol Optical Properties and 
Composition Modulate Radiative Forcing; advisors, M. Pickett, M. Koker
 MICHAEL E. GANS, Film Studies, Studio Art
  Senior Experience: UR Not Wrong!; advisor, John Shimon
 MATTHEW FLETCHER GERG, Government (Environmental Studies)
  Senior Experience: Confronting the Climate Crisis: Treaties, Trade, and Market-
Based Implementation Programs; advisor, Jason Brozek
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* SEAN LUCAS ROYAL GIES, Government
  Senior Experience: Counterintelligence Tactics and Political Suppression in the 
United States: A Strategic Analysis; advisors, Jason Brozek, Steve Wulf
 SAMUEL DAVID GOLDBECK, Film Studies
  Senior Experience: My Man Ernst: Exploring the Radical Queer Potentials of the 
Ernst Lubitsch Picture; advisor, Amy A. Ongiri
 THOMAS BRADLEY GOLDBERG, Mathematics, Philosophy (Physics)
  Senior Experience: Mathematical Communication; advisor, Alan Parks
  Senior Experience: EAS in the Netherlands: An Analysis of the Risks Concerning 
People with ASD, and How to Address Them; advisor, Ingrid Albrecht
 HANNAH ROSE GOODRICH, Film Studies (Classical Civilization)
  Senior Experience: Something About the Stars; advisor, Anne Haydock
 CAROLINE ELIZABETH GRANNER, Theatre Arts
  Senior Experience: How to Get Better; advisor, Margaret Paek
§ JASAAD MIKAL GRAVES, Studio Art (Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
  Senior Experience: Judge Me: Portraiture of a Black Man; advisor, Rob Neilson
 GEORGIA RIEDERER GREENBERG, Government (Education Studies)
  Senior Experience: Class Size Reduction in Primary School: When, Where,  
and Why?; advisor, Claudena Skran
* LILIAN BLYTHE GREENE, Film Studies (Studio Art)
  Senior Experience: A Lyrical Treasure Hunt Through the West on Super 8 Film; 
advisor, Anne Haydock
 OLIVIA DELANO GREENFIELD, Theatre Arts
  Senior Experience: The Beggar’s Opera: Dramaturgy and Costume Design for the 
Modern Era; advisor, Kathy Privatt
 DANIEL URS GYSI, Economics (Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
  Senior Experience: When Temptation Outweighs Promises: Analysis of Vote-
Selling in the Philippines; advisor, Hillary Caruthers
 MICHELE DONOVAN HAEBERLIN, English, Spanish (Creative Writing)
  Senior Experience: Lonesome Soul: Uncomfortable Stories; advisors, David 
McGlynn, Melissa Range
  Senior Experience: Spanish Multimedia Portfolio: ¿Cómo ser humano en este 
lengua?; advisor, Rosa Tapia
 TASHI ADRIEL HAIG, Studio Art (Creative Writing, Religious Studies)
  Senior Experience: (R)evolution; advisor, Rob Neilson
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 NICOLAS RAYMOND HAKEN, Philosophy
  Senior Experience: Authenticity in Election Time: An Existentialist Guide;  
advisor, Ingrid Albrecht
 ALENA JAE HANSON, Neuroscience (Anthropology, Biology)
  Senior Experience: Exploring and Understanding the Role of ttll-11 in 
Intraflagellar Transport; advisor, Elizabeth De Stasio
 HANNAH ROSE HAYAT, Studio Art
  Senior Experience: A Cross-Cultural Exploration of Femininity and Ceramics; 
advisor, Meghan Sullivan
* ROBERT FREDERICK HAYDEN, Religious Studies
  Senior Experience: Qur’anic Opposition to Tribal Thinking: Lessons from the 
Pre-Islamic Arabic Poetry of ‘Antarah Ibn Shaddad’; advisors, Karen Carr, 
Martyn Smith
§ JULISSA HERNANDEZ, Theatre Arts (Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
 KEYLA VALERIA HIGA, German, Global Studies
  Senior Experience: Auf der Suche nach Zugehörigkeit in Deutschland;  
advisor, Alison Guenther-Pal
  Senior Experience: London’s Islamic Spaces: Observing National and Global 
Identities in Female Clothing Style; advisors, Martyn Smith, Hillary Caruthers
 MIKAELA JANE HINTZ, Biochemistry, Chemistry
  Senior Experience: Conditions of Quantum Effects in Photosynthetic Complexes; 
advisor, Allison Fleshman
 BEN MONROE HOLLENSTEIN, Physics (Creative Writing)
  Senior Experience: Modern Techniques in Optics; advisor, Douglas Martin
 JORDAN NICHOLAS HOLMES, Psychology (Biology, Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
  Senior Experience: The Balance Between Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation  
in the Workplace; advisor, Matthew Ansfield
 LIESL COLLETTE SIEGRIST HOSTETTER, Government, Psychology
  Senior Experience: Politics and Research in Education Reform Policies:  
The Decision and Effects of Using Standardized Testing in the No Child Left 
Behind Act; advisor, Arnold Shober
  Senior Experience: Gendered Roots of Hate: Bias-motivated Mass Violence as an 
Extremist Response to Masculinity Threats; advisor, Peter Glick
 WENJIA HU, Cognitive Science, student-designed
  Senior Experience: Cooperative Behavior in Complex Social Networks;  
advisors, Mark Phelan, Adam Galambos
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 XINFANG HU, Psychology (Philosophy)
  Senior Experience: ‘Liar, Liar...’: The Relation of Pathological Lying and  
Early Childhood Attachment; advisor, Matthew Ansfield
 ANGELICA MEI HURTADO, Art History, Film Studies
  Senior Experience: I See my Ancestors in my Face; advisor, Anne Haydock
 URIYA KUANYSHEVNA JANKURAZOVA, Mathematics, Physics
  Senior Experience: Discrete Topology Analysis of Globular Clusters;  
advisors, Megan Pickett, Scott Corry
 ETHAN MICHAEL JONES, Economics (Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
  Senior Experience: Justifying Solutions: Addressing Gender-Biased  
Resource Allocation Resulting from Rainfall Shocks in Indonesia;  
advisor, Hillary Caruthers
 CECILIA ANAÏS KAKEHASHI, Psychology (Anthropology, History)
  Senior Experience: Identity Development in Multiracial and Biracial Youth:  
The Importance of Peer Relationships; advisor, Beth Haines
 HARSIMRAN SINGH KALSI, Biology, Biochemistry
  Senior Experience: Neuroenhancement: Enhancing and Augmenting the Human 
Nervous System; advisors, Elizabeth De Stasio, Judith Humphries
* SAMUEL DAVID KERIN, Physics
  Senior Experience: Black Hole Thermodynamics; advisor, Jeffrey Collett
 EVAN SCOTT KETNER, Economics (Religious Studies, Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
  Senior Experience: Promises Go a Long Way: A Review of Temptation in  
Vote Selling: Evidence from a Field Experiment in the Philippines;  
advisor, Hillary Caruthers
§ MADELINE ELIZABETH KIEHL, Government (Chinese, Gender Studies)
  Senior Experience: Judicial Failure in Protecting Intersectional Plaintiffs in 
Employment Discrimination Cases; advisor, Jason Brozek
 CALLIE M. KIESOW, Studio Art
  Senior Experience: HYSTERIA; advisor, Benjamin Rinehart
 ALLISON EUN-YOUNG KIM, Biochemistry (Spanish)
  Senior Experience: Monoclonal Antibodies: History, Background and 
Mechanisms of Action; advisor, Judith Humphries
 DE ANDRE DENZEL KING, Computer Science
  Senior Experience: The Larry U Textbook Marketplace; advisor, Joseph Gregg
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 MARA STERN KISSINGER, Gender Studies (Creative Writing)
 KATELYN MARIE KITZINGER, Chemistry
  Senior Experience: Understanding Ionic Liquid Viscosity: Applications of the 
Compensated Arrhenius Formalism; advisor, Allison Fleshman
 TYLER WILLIAM KLUG, Government
  Senior Experience: The New Space Age: Effectiveness of the Outer Space Treaty; 
advisor, Claudena Skran
 SUMMER RAIN KOPITZKE, Biology (Environmental Studies)
  Senior Experience: Too Close for Comfort: How Dense Populations Increase 
Spread of CWD in Whitetail Deer; advisor, Bart De Stasio
 JOSEPH WINSLOW KORTENHOF, Anthropology
  Senior Experience: Reconstructing Grand Kakalin Village;  
advisor, Peter Peregrine
 HEIDI ANNE KROTH, Studio Art, German (Biology)
  Senior Experience: Sequential Abstraction; advisor, Meghan Sullivan
  Senior Experience: Theory of and Experimentation in German Abstract 
Sequential Art; advisor, Alison Guenther-Pal
 CHASE FLETCHER KRUGER, History (Government)
  Senior Experience: Abraham Lincoln and the Free Labor System;  
advisor, Jerald Podair
 TYLER DAVID KUJAWA, Mathematics-Economics
  Senior Experience: Explaining Differences in Academic Success for NCAA 
Division I Sports Teams; advisors, Jonathan Lhost, Andrew Sage
 CHING YEE ROSANNE LAM, Environmental Studies
  Senior Experience: Quantification of the Cayman Island’s Coral Reef Ecosystem 
Services; advisor, Jeffrey Clark
 ALAN SHUI-LUN LAU, Biology
  Senior Experience: Beetles, Ants, and Bees as Ecological Indicators;  
advisor, Israel Del Toro
* NATHAN ALEXANDER LAYTON, English
 VU HA MINH LE, Biology, Economics
  Senior Experience: The Gut Microbiome: How to Spread Joy; advisor, Alyssa Hakes
  Senior Experience: Technology and Pineapples: A Study Gone Sour;  
advisor, Hillary Caruthers
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 KANGBOK LEE, Computer Science, Mathematics
 SCARLET RACHEL LEVY, Gender Studies (Ethnic Studies)
 SIMONE ARIELLA LEVY, English (Anthropology, Creative Writing)
  Senior Experience: Maritime Hangs Heavy: Poems; advisor, Melissa Range
 HANNAH ALLENE LINDGREN, Anthropology
  Senior Experience: Infertility in Jordan: Exploring Agency and Authoritative 
Knowledge Along Socio-Economic Lines; advisor, Brenda Jenike
 ETHREN PATCH-LINDSAY, Linguistics (Japanese)
  Senior Experience: Metaphor Processing: The Importance of Neurolinguistics; 
advisor, Bob Williams
† JOSEPH S. LIPTON, History
  Senior Experience: Empty Threat: The Creation, Detonation, and Discovery of 
Tsar Bomba; advisor, Edmund Kern
 YANG LIU, Economics, Mathematics
 ESMERALDA LIZ, Studio Art, Psychology
  Senior Experience: Trapped: Self v. World; advisor, Rob Neilson
  Senior Experience: Acknowledge Colorism: The Effects Skin Tone Preference  
in Dating has on POC Communities; advisor, Peter Glick
 CLANCY ANNE LOEBL, Russian Studies (Creative Writing, Economics)
  Senior Experience: Opening up a Dark Corner of the Russian Canon:  
Kazakh Poetry and the Expanding Russophone Literary World;  
advisor, Victoria Kononova
 PABLO ALEXANDER LOPEZ-REYNA, Economics, Spanish
 CYNFOR C. LU, English, Economics
  Senior Experience: Of Monsters and Men; Or, Ambiguity and Inevitability in 
Horror; advisor, Karen Hoffmann
  Senior Experience: In the Air Tonight: An Empirical Analysis of Environmental 
Beauty and Behavior; advisor, Jonathan Lhost
 SAMUEL JAMES LUEDTKE, Computer Science, Film Studies (Mathematics)
  Senior Experience: Reverb: A Dynamically Generated Virtual Reality Rhythm 
Game; advisors, Kurt Krebsbach, Joseph Gregg
  Senior Experience: Video Games, Virtual Reality, and the Progression of the 
Cinema of Interactions; advisor, Amy Ongiri
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 SARAH RACHAEL CHAO LUEPKER, Studio Art, English (Creative Writing)
  Senior Experience: Family Portrait; advisor, Meghan Sullivan
  Senior Experience: Banana: A Novel; advisor, David McGlynn
 ELIZABETH JANE LYNCH, Psychology (Gender Studies)
§ QINLAN LYU, Statistics and Data Science, student-designed
 TANNER MacARTHUR, Studio Art
  Senior Experience: Interbeing: Reflections on Memory, Authenticity, and Chaos; 
advisor, Rob Neilson
 CONNOR JAMES MALONEY, Biochemistry
  Senior Experience: Curing Hepatitis C: Cost and Efficacy; advisor, Stefan Debbert
 ZOEY ELISE MANN, Biology (Anthropology)
  Senior Experience: Identifying and Isolating a Xap5 Loss-of-Function Mutation; 
advisor, Elizabeth De Stasio
 JUAN DAVID MARIN, Film Studies (German)
 KATHLEEN C. MARTENIS, History, Mathematics
  Senior Experience: Self-Reliance in American Education Through the  
Nineteenth Century
  Senior Experience: Tropical Geometry; advisor, Julie Rana
 INNES LEWONTIN MAXWELL, Physics (Government)
  Senior Experience: Light More Light: Developing an Integrated Illumination 
Source In a Photonic Crystal; advisor, Douglas Martin
 LEOPOLD ERIC MAYER, Computer Science, Mathematics, Music
  Senior Experience: Atari 2600 Emulator; advisor, Kurt Krebsbach
  Senior Experience: Classical Invariant Theory; advisor, Julie Rana
  Senior Experience: Surprise! I’m a Piano Major!; advisor, Anthony Padilla
 PATRICK RYAN McDONNELL, Economics (Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
  Senior Experience: Pooling Risk in the Kitty End; advisor, Hillary Caruthers
 MICHAELA MARIE McELROY, Anthropology (Religious Studies)
  Senior Experience: The Gift of Biopower: Medical Missions and the 
Establishment of Biomedical Authority in India; advisor, Brenda Jenike
 MATTIAS WALKER McMULLIN, Mathematics, Physics (Greek)
  Senior Experience: Functional Analysis; advisor, Elizabeth Sattler
  Senior Experience: Computational Modelling of Disorder in Photonic Crystals; 
advisor, Margaret Koker
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 ISABELLA LUCÍA MELÉNDEZ NÚÑEZ, Computer Science (Japanese, 
Mathematics)
  Senior Experience: A Chatty Chatbot: Developing a Talkative Conversational AI; 
advisor, Kurt Krebsbach
 SAMUEL ERNEST MILLER, Film Studies, Philosophy
  Senior Experience: Werewomen: The Transness of Horror Cinema;  
advisor, Amy Ongiri
  Senior Experience: Film and Formalism: What Aesthetic Theories Mean for 
Cinema; advisor, Ingrid Albrecht
 HIKARI MINE, Computer Science, Economics
  Senior Experience: Stock Price Movement Prediction with Qualitative Data; 
advisor, Kurt Krebsbach
  Senior Experience: Where Did the Money Go? Internal Migration, Remittances, 
and Household Spending in Indonesia; advisor, Jonathan Lhost
 REBECCA MADELINE MINKUS, Geology (Anthropology)
  Senior Experience: Investigating the Effects of Erosion on the Internal Structure 
of Critically Tapered Mountain Belts; advisor, Marcia BjØrnerud
 GRACE ANN MINOGUE, Neuroscience (Psychology)
  Senior Experience: Behavioral Profile of Nicotinamide Riboside on Healthy Rats 
and in a Rat Model of Post-traumatic Stress Disorder; advisor, Linnet Ramos
 RUDY KARL MUELLER-SCHRADER, Biology
  Senior Experience: Understanding Sea Turtle Foraging Through the Stable 
Isotopes of their Prey Items; advisor, Jodi Sedlock
 KATHERINE ALICE MUELLER, Music, Religious Studies
  Senior Experience: I Sing to Mystics Alone from My Bedroom;  
advisor, Steven Spears
  Senior Experience: I Love You God (P.S. We’re Breaking Up): How Emerging 
Adults are Navigating Religious Ambiguity through Taizé; advisors, Karen Carr, 
Linda Morgan-Clement
 COLLEEN K.H. MURRAY, Classics, Linguistics
  Senior Experience: Successful Supplication: Applying Pragmatic Theory to 
Suppliant Scenes in Works of Ancient Greek Tragedy; advisors, Adriana Brook, 
Mark Phelan
 SON HOANG NGUYEN, Psychology (Cognitive Science, Philosophy)
  Senior Experience: Psilocybin-Assisted Treatment for Major Depressive Disorder; 
advisor, Terry Gottfried
 LINH KHANH NGUYEN, Economics (Chinese, Government)
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 PHUONG DIEU NGAN NGUYEN, Government, Psychology
  Senior Experience: The Pen Is Mightier Than the Sword: Building National 
Identity Through Education; advisor, Jason Brozek
  Senior Experience: The Double-edged Sword: How Communal Traits Motivate 
and Justify Women’s Political Violence; advisor, Peter Glick
 NGUYEN THE NHAT MINH, Computer Science
 HOÀNG VIÊT NGUYÊÑ, Biochemistry (Economics)
  Senior Experience: Regulatory Affairs in the Pharmaceutical and Food Industries; 
advisor, Stefan Debbert
 GRETCHEN ANNA NIEDERRITER, Physics (Computer Science, History)
  Senior Experience: X-Ray Diffraction: Exploring the Capabilities of X-Ray 
Research at Lawrence; advisor, Margaret Koker
 SARA FAITH NOCTON, Psychology, Spanish
  Senior Experience: The Use of Cinematherapy with Children and Adolescents; 
advisor, Lori Hilt
  Senior Experience: Spanish Major Portfolio; advisor, Gustavo Fares
 JAKUB PRZEMYSLAW NOWAK, Environmental Studies (Biology)
  Senior Experience: Analyzing the Viability of High Elevation Dunes as Seed 
Refuges for Cirsium pitcheri; advisors, Alyssa Hakes, Marcia BjØrnerud
* MOLLY PRIMROSE NYE, Studio Art
  Senior Experience: An Examination of Childhood Memories;  
advisor, Benjamin Rinehart
 JENNA MARIE O’ROURKE, English (Art History)
 JASPER M. OLSEN, Geology (Anthropology)
  Senior Experience: Sedimentological Analysis of Pre-Two Creekian Gravel Deposit 
at Two Creeks, Wisconsin; advisor, Jeffrey Clark
 BRADLEY E. OLSON, Economics, Psychology
  Senior Experience: Senior Experience: Reading Option; advisor, Hillary Caruthers
  Senior Experience: Comorbidity of Obsessive Compulsive Disorder and Down 
Syndrome: A treatment-focused literature review; advisor, Matthew Ansfield
 BENJAMIN PAUL OSBORN-SEGURA, Chinese Language & Literature
  Senior Experience: Chinese in the Age of the Internet; advisor, Kuo-ming Sung
 KARL JOSEPH PAINTER, Chemistry
  Senior Experience: Analysis of Particulate Matter and Other Emissions 
  from an Industrial Sand Mine using ARTEMIS, a Portable Lab Suite;  
advisor, Deanna Donohoue
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 SAMUEL MICHAEL PARKHURST, Computer Science (Chinese)
  Senior Experience: Legend of Zelda: The Minish Cap Autotracker;  
advisor, Kurt Krebsbach
 KYLE EVAN PARKS, French, Spanish (Linguistics)
  Senior Experience: De-binarizing French: Subverting Normative Gender as a 
Means of Self-Expression; advisor, Eilene Hoft-March
  Senior Experience: Senior Multimedia Portfolio; advisor, Madera Allan
 AATMIK RAJU PATEL, Biochemistry, Chemistry
  Senior Experience: Light! More Light!: An Investigation of Radical Photophysics; 
advisor, Graham Sazama
 RICARDO LIBERATO PEÑA, Biochemistry, Chemistry
  Senior Experience: Mechanistic Analysis of Electrocyclization via Computational 
Modeling; advisor, Stefan Debbert
 ETHAN COLE PENNY, Art History, French
  Senior Experience: L’Ingénue and the Image: Poster Design and Power within 
Belle Époque Paris; advisors, Nancy Lin, Elizabeth Carlson
  Senior Experience: Colette, Minne et Bourdieu: l’Ingénue Libertine et le 
Féminisme de la Belle-Époque; advisor, Eilene Hoft-March
 GALINI POIMENIDOU, Biochemistry, Economics
  Senior Experience: Investigation of β-blockers as a Potential Anti-Fungal  
Drug against Aspergillus fumigatus and Fusarium solani Ocular Infections; 
advisors, Kimberly Dickson, Deanna Donohoue
  Senior Experience: Migrant Remittances; advisor, Hillary Caruthers
 MARIA POIMENIDOU, Biochemistry, Economics (Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
  Senior Experience: Synthesis of Deuterated 2-Deoxyglucose Compounds 
to Inhibit the Metabolism of Tumors; advisors, Deanna Donohoue,  
Kimberly Dickson
  Senior Experience: Examining the Effectiveness and Implications of Simple Vote-
Selling Interventions; advisor, Hillary Caruthers
 ANN-LLORD LAÏSSA PYRAM, Ethnic Studies
  Senior Experience: Why Elite Black Men See White Women as Symbols of 
Success; advisor, Jesús Smith
 ASHLEI MARIE RAIFSNIDER, Psychology (Classical Civilization)
  Senior Experience: Implementing Mindfulness-Based Interventions for At-Risk 
Youth in Schools; advisor, Lori Hilt
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 BIJU RAJBHANDARI, Economics, Psychology
  Senior Experience: The Importance of Migrant Remittances;  
advisor, Hillary Caruthers
  Senior Experience: Why Don’t Asian Americans Seek Mental Health Treatment?: 
The Model Minority Effect?; advisor, Gerald Metalsky
 ORA RUTH RAYMOND, Biochemistry, Studio Art
  Senior Experience: The Effect of Formica montana on Soil Properties and Plant 
Biomasses—Ants Are Good for Plants!; advisor, Relena Ribbons
  Senior Experience: Dermatopathology painting series; advisor, Tony Conrad
* DANTE JA-MYKAL REESE, History (Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
  Senior Experience: The Practice of History; advisor, Jerald Podair
 MOLLY CHADWICK REESE, French (Biology)
  Senior Experience: La Continuation de la Mission Civilisatrice: Les ONG aux 
frontières du néocolonialisme; advisors, Dominica Chang, Eilene Hoft-March
 JASON HENRY REGULSKI, Economics
  Senior Experience: International Migration, Remittances and Household 
Investment: A Review of Evidence from Philippine Migrants’ Exchange Rate 
Shocks by Dean Yang; advisors, Hillary Caruthers, Dylan Fitz
 MARIA THERESA REITER, Psychology (Gender Studies)
  Senior Experience: Increasing the Quality of Life Among Individuals with  
Down Syndrome Who Develop Dementia; advisor, Lori Hilt
 CARL STANFORD RICHARDSON, Philosophy
  Senior Experience: An Argument for Assuming that There Is Right Compassion; 
advisor, Ingrid Albrecht
 ELISE CATHERINE RIGGLE, Neuroscience
  Senior Experience: Neurobiological Similarities Implicated in Body Dysmorphic 
Disorder and Anorexia Nervosa: How Conserved Structures Elicit Different 
Symptomology; advisor, Lori Hilt
 LOGAN JAMES ROBISON, Ethics and Public Policy, student-designed (Music)
  Senior Experience: Just Terrorism in the Name of National Liberation; advisor, 
Ingrid Albrecht
 SEBASTIAN A. ROMAN, Mathematics (Music)
 EVAN JAMES ROSADO, Gender Studies (Spanish)
* CALEB JORDAN ROSENTHAL, Music
  Senior Experience: From the smoking courtyard: a poetic opera; advisor, Brian Pertl
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 JESÚS SÁNCHEZ, Ethnic Studies (Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
  Senior Experience: Adult Literacy in Jamaica; advisor, Claudena Skran
 GIANNA MARIE SANTINO, Mathematics, Music
  Senior Experience: An Exploration of Fractal Geometry; advisor, Liz Sattler
  Senior Experience: Gianna’s Senior Recital; advisor, Michael Mizrahi
 RISHI SANYAL, Physics, Psychology
  Senior Experience: The Aerodynamics of Sports: An Investigation with 
Computational Fluid Dynamics; advisor, Margaret Koker
  Senior Experience: How Meditation Impacts an Athlete’s Performance in Game; 
advisors, Terry Gottfried, Linnet Ramos
 JOE BRENT SATO, Mathematics, Economics
  Senior Experience: Prediction Intervals via Random Forests; advisor, Andrew Sage
  Senior Experience: Failure in Understanding the Failure: What Might Have 
Actually Failed the First Green Revolution in Sub-Saharan Africa;  
advisor, Hillary Caruthers
 BENJAMIN BAST SCHULTZ, History (Linguistics)
  Senior Experience: They’re Moving North: Milwaukee, the Media, and the  
Murder of Barbara Anderson; advisor, Jerald Podair
 CHRISTINA MARIE SEDALL, Art History (Environmental Studies)
  Senior Experience: From Cut and Shock to Paste and Alternative Space:  
The Evolution of Collage into the 21st Century; advisor, Nancy Lin
 THERESA LYNN SEERING, Biology (Anthropology)
  Senior Experience: Physiological Interventions of Select Hormonal 
Contraceptives: Understanding Primary Mechanisms to Dispel Myths;  
advisor, Nancy Wall
† FALLON RAE SELLERS, Government
  Senior Experience: Does the Media Matter? The New York Times, United States 
Foreign Policy and the Rwandan Genocide; advisor, Jason Brozek
 LUIS F. SERVIN, Psychology
  Senior Experience: The Link Between Air Pollution and Schizophrenia, 
Parkinson’s, and Alzheimer’s Disease; advisor, Gerald Metalsky
 ALEXIS RAE SHANNON, Psychology (Art History, Education Studies)
  Senior Experience: Surviving the Cycle of Abuse; advisor, Gerald Metalsky
 CHRISTOPHER ALLEN SHAW, Government
  Senior Experience: Same Titles, Different Jobs: Stages of Policing in Ghana and 
Sierra Leone; advisor, Claudena Skran
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§ NOAH JOHN SHEA, Environmental Studies (Philosophy, Biology)
  Senior Experience: Assessing Brook Trout Viability Relative to Rising Stream 
Temperatures in Northern Wisconsin; advisors, Marcia BjØrnerud, Bart De Stasio
 JI SHI, Computer Science
  Senior Experience: Artificial Intelligence—Lyrics Generator in Classical Chinese; 
advisor, Kurt Krebsbach
 LUKE ERIC SHIMABUKURO, Biology
  Senior Experience: Identifying the Most Suitable Areas for Conservation in NE 
Wisconsin; advisor, Israel Del Toro
 S. JEAN SHOAF, English
 KUNGA SHRESTHA, Philosophy (Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
  Senior Experience: Understanding A Complex Society: An Extension of Peter 
Winch’s Relativism in Modern Social Integrations; advisor, Mark Phelan
 SHELBY LEIGH SIEBERS, Psychology, Ethnic Studies
  Senior Experience: Between Two Worlds: How Family Interdependence Helps 
and Hurts Indigenous Students Obtaining a College Degree; advisor, Peter Glick
  Senior Experience: Capturing our Voices: The Counter-Stories of Native 
American Students in Higher Education; advisor, Jesús Smith
 NO’EAU BAILIE GENE SIMEONA, Biology
  Senior Experience: Evaluation of Pre-BCR expression in B-cell Acute 
Lymphoblastic Leukemia; advisor, Elizabeth De Stasio
 WILLIAM IGNATIUS SMITH, History
  Senior Experience: Katyn: Life, Death, and Legacy; advisors, Peter Blitstein, 
Jerald Podair
 HALLIE VIRGINIA SOGIN, Biochemistry (Psychology)
  Senior Experience: Ketamine: From Street Drug to Effective Antidepressant; 
advisor, Stefan Debbert
 NATASHA LUANNE STATZ, Psychology (Biomedical Ethics)
  Senior Experience: Too Proud To Ask For Help: Mental Health in Agriculture, 
Suicide Risk and Treatment Options; advisor, Matthew Ansfield
 ELIAS JONATHAN STAUCH, Biochemistry
  Senior Experience: Maximizing Yield of Injectable Drug Product Manufacturing 
Through Optimizing Manual Visual Inspection of Glass Cartridges;  
advisor, Israel Del Toro
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 HALEY MARIE STEVENS, English, Theatre Arts (Creative Writing)
  Senior Experience: Advanced Creative Writing Fiction; advisor, David McGlynn
  Senior Experience: Capstone in Theatre Performance—Richard III: Lady Anne, 
Murderer 1, James Tyrrell, Cardinal; advisor, Timothy Troy
 MADELEINE CLAIRE STEVENSON, Biology
  Senior Experience: Nuclear Translocation of NF-kB pl05 in Biomphalaria glabrata; 
advisor, Judith Humphries
 COLE CONOR STOFFLET, Linguistics
  Senior Experience: Cross-language Correspondence of Non-prevocalic /r/ in 
Singapore English and Malay; advisor, Terry Gottfried
 MARTHA ROSE STRAWBRIDGE, Mathematics (Music)
  Senior Experience: Representation Theory; advisor, Alan Parks
 KEXIN SUN, Psychology, Studio Art
 XIANGYUE SUN, Philosophy, Religious Studies (Classical Civilization)
  Senior Experience: The Sources of Normativity Defended: An Enquiry Into  
the Nature of the Question of Normativity; advisor, Mark Phelan
  Senior Experience: What is the Real Meaning of Life? An Examination  
of the Nature and Implications of the Pursuit of the Meaning of Life;  
advisor, Karen Carr
 TENZING SYELNEON, Biology
  Senior Experience: Effect of Micro-plastics on Perch, Daphnia and Humans; 
advisor, Bart De Stasio
 TAMIMA MINA TABISHAT, Global Studies (French, German)
  Senior Experience: Dressing the World: From Fast-Fashion to Second-Hand 
Fashion in London, Rabat, and Dakar; advisors, Martin Smith, Brent Peterson, 
Dominica Chang
 ALLEGRA C. TAYLOR, Biology, History
  Senior Experience: The Diversity and Function of Insect Mouths;  
advisor, Alyssa Hakes
  Senior Experience: John Muir, the California Gold Rush, and Modern 
Environmentalism; advisor, Jake Frederick
 MIRIAM GRACE THEW FORRESTER, English, Government (French)
  Senior Experience: “It’s just a skull”: Contemporary Expression and Redefinition 
of Queer Identity in “Blonde” and “Flower Boy”; advisor, Karen Hoffmann
  Senior Experience: Blurring Reality: Synthetic Experience, News, and Narratives 
of Terrorism Post-9/11; advisor, Jason Brozek
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† DAPHNE NICOLE THOMAS, Psychology
 REBECCA ANN TIBBETTS, Biology (Psychology)
  Senior Experience: Effect of Algae Concentrations on the Predation Rates of 
Bythotrephes longimanus in Green Bay, WI; advisor, Bart De Stasio
 SAMANTHA LIZBETH TORRES, Psychology, Theatre Arts
  Senior Experience: Asi Vivimos, Corriendo: The Adverse Mental Health Risks 
of Migrating and Living as an Undocumented Immigrant in the United States; 
advisor, Gerald Metalsky
  Senior Experience: Into A Void, Out From The Light: A Dance-Theatre Collage; 
advisor, Timothy Troy
 TRAN MAI THAO LINH, Economics (Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
  Senior Experience: Impacts of Early-Life Shocks on Adults’ Health, Education and 
Socioeconomic Status in Developing Countries; advisor, Hillary Caruthers
 LINH THANH TRAN, Studio Art, Mathematics
  Senior Experience: Shades of Beauty: A Look into Femininity in Vietnam;  
advisor, John Shimon
  Senior Experience: Mirrors and Reflections; advisor, Alan Parks
 TIEN THUY TRAN, Economics, Film Studies
  Senior Experience: Remittances as a Risk-coping Mechanism;  
advisor, Hillary Caruthers
  Senior Experience: When the Mind is Silent; advisor, Anne Haydock
 BAILEY RUTH UNDERWOOD, Biology (Psychology)
  Senior Experience: 5-HT Receptor Subtype May Mediate CRH Production in 
Hypothalamus; advisor, Nancy Wall
 JORGIE ANN URBAN, Gender Studies, Psychology
  Senior Experience: Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder and Sex Life Post Sexual 
Assault; advisor, Beth Haines
 ABHISHEK VENKATESH, Computer Science (Economics, Mathematics)
  Senior Experience: Park Vision—Efficiently Identifying Open Parking Spots; 
advisors, Kurt Krebsbach, Joseph Gregg
 MAXINE JULIET VOSS, Philosophy
  Senior Experience: The Philosophical Meaning Behind Rape and Sexual Assault; 
advisor, Ingrid Albrecht
§ PHUONG ANH VU, Economics, Government
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 PA SOUA VUE, Studio Art
  Senior Experience: The Secret War and Becoming American;  
advisor, Benjamin Rinehart
 WENSHU WANG, Economics, Art History
  Senior Experience: Distortions in the International Migrant Labor Market; 
advisor, Hillary Caruthers
  Senior Experience: Re-sinicization: Contemporary Chinese Art in the  
Postcolonial Discourse; advisor, Nancy Lin
 YUECHEN WANG, Philosophy, Mathematics-Economics
  Senior Experience: Relativism; advisor, Mark Phelan
  Senior Experience: Info Spread In Network; advisor, Adam Galambos
 ZHIRU WANG, Biology (Biomedical Ethics, Psychology)
  Senior Experience: The Medical Use of Ginseng: A Literature Review on  
the Use of Ginseng in Cancer, Type Two Diabetes, and Fatigue Treatment;  
advisor, Alyssa Hakes
 JILLIAN ROSE WARD, Biochemistry
  Senior Experience: Constructing an ANG and RI Double-Knockdown in dCas9 
HeLa Cells; advisor, Kimberly Dickson
 WINIFRED SHAN WATERS, Chemistry
  Senior Experience: Deuterated Diisopropylammonium-Bromide: Structural 
Studies of an Organic Ferroelectric; advisor, Stefan Debbert
 SARAH BETH WELLS, English (Creative Writing)
  Senior Experience: How Becoming a Writer Has Made me a Better Reader; 
advisor, David McGlynn
 CHASE JOSEPH WIEDEMANN, Economics, Mathematics
 NATHAN LAURENCE WILLIAMS, Philosophy (Psychology, Cognitive Science, 
Environmental Studies, Linguistics)
  Senior Experience: In Defense of Kuhn’s Incommensurability;  
advisor, Mark Phelan
* NATHANIEL MICHAEL WOOD, Music (Computer Science)
  Senior Experience: Remembrance: A Virtual Exploration in Memory;  
advisor, Erica Scheinberg
 MATTHEW ROBERT WRONSKI, Psychology, Music (Neuroscience)
  Senior Experience: Know Your MEAM: The Relationship Between Music-Evoked 
Autobiographical Memories and Mental Health; advisor, Terry Gottfried
  Senior Experience: Epigenesis: Unraveling the Musical Path to Oneself;  
advisors, Matt Turner, Loren Dempster
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 WILLIAM LOUIS WULFMAN, Biology
  Senior Experience: The Benefits of Proprioceptive Learning in the Face of 
Debilitating Injury, Neurodegenerative Disease, and Everyday Life;  
advisor, Brian Piasecki
* ERIK PAUL WYSE, English, Religious Studies
 SHIYI XIA, Anthropology (Japanese, Linguistics)
  Senior Experience: The Gap Between Ideology and Lived Experience: Hikikomori 
in Japan; advisor, Brenda Jenike
 JIALUN YANG, Psychology
  Senior Experience: Not All Religion Is Created Equal: How Religion Leads to 
Positive or Negative Mental Health Outcomes; advisor, Matthew Ansfield
 XINRUI YANG, Biology, Biochemistry
  Senior Experience: Predicting R-CHOP outcome for Diffuse Large B-Cell 
Lymphoma (DLBCL) patients through T cell immunophenotyping;  
advisors, Kimberly Dickson, Judith Humphries
 ILLYANA MARIAH YOST YATES, Theatre Arts
  Senior Experience: Sound Design for Into a Void, Out from the Light;  
advisor, Timothy Troy
 JAKE CONNOR YINGLING, Film Studies (Religious Studies)
  Senior Experience: The Magic Circle; advisor, Anne Haydock
 STEPHEN HELD ZABROWSKI, Economics (Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
 JESSENIA JASMIN ZELAYA FRANCISCO, Anthropology, Ethnic Studies
  Senior Experience: The Problem with Latinidad: Indigenous and Afro-Latin 
Counter-Narratives Against White Supremacy; advisor, Jesús Smith
 RENO SHO ZEMRAK, Government (History, Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
  Senior Experience: U.S. and Japanese Military Relations: 1940s–1960s and 
2000s-Today; advisor, Claudena Skran
 YIDI ZHANG, Music Management, student-designed (Economics)
  Senior Experience: Music Industry Internship; advisor, Brian Pertl
 YANG ZHAO, Economics
  Senior Experience: Effect of GDP Shocks in the Destination Country on Filipino 
Migrant Numbers and Wages; advisor, Hillary Caruthers
 JOEY J. ZIMMER, Environmental Studies (Biology)
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 CLAIRE ELIZABETH ZIMMERMAN, Biology, Psychology
  Senior Experience: Did You Hear That? The Impact of Chorusing on Anti-
Predation Behavior in Conocephalus brevipennis; advisor, Jodi Sedlock
  Senior Experience: Stoking the Flames: Preventing Burnout in Social Justice and 
Human Rights Organizations; advisor, Lori Hilt
 ROBERT THOMAS ZIOBRO, Psychology, Music
  Senior Experience: The Efficacy of Music Therapy for Depression in Older 
Adults; advisor, Gerald Metalsky
  Senior Experience: Robert’s Recital!; advisor, Jeffrey Stannard
SENIOR EXPERIENCE—Senior Experience engages every Lawrence senior in an academic project 
demonstrating proficiency in their major field of study, the integration of knowledge and skills gained 
during their years at Lawrence and development of scholarly or artistic independence. Described by some 
as a “bookend” to Lawrence’s nationally recognized Freshman Studies program, Senior Experience is born 
from Lawrence’s culture of engaged learning where students and faculty work closely to develop a path 




Times of celebration and gathering are also moments to pause and remember 
those who supported us and helped make it possible to arrive at this celebration. 
Eileen Bauer would have graduated with this class, but her untimely death means 
that her name is not among those being read today. The presence of her absence 
is deeply felt by her friends and other members of the Lawrence community. Two 
of her friends describe her in these words, “Eileen loved aggressively and was 
incredibly goofy and had an incredible laugh.” 
Lifongo Vetinde, Lawrence French and Francophone studies professor since 1996, 
died this year. During his years at Lawrence he brought joyful energy, warmth, 
and deep integrity to his work on behalf of education, justice, and inclusion. 
Provost Kodat spoke for many when she said, “Lifongo was a cherished member 
of our community; he will be sorely missed.” 
For Eileen and Lifongo and others whose lives have blessed our journey to this place 
and whose absence is felt this weekend, we are grateful for the ways you have blessed 





JULIANNA FAITH BASILE *














NATALIE MARIE GALSTER-MANZ *
JESSICA LEE GEHRING
THOMAS BRADLEY GOLDBERG















CHING YEE ROSANNE LAM









PHUONG DIEU NGAN NGUYEN
VIET HOANG NGUYEN
SARA F. NOCTON
ERIK NOEL NORDSTROM *
JENNA MARIE O’ROURKE
BENJAMIN PAUL OSBORN
HONORS IN COURSE—cum laude, magna cum laude and summa cum laude—are determined by 
cumulative grade point averages in a student’s four-year program. A candidate for the Bachelor of Music 
degree receives magna cum laude or summa cum laude if, in addition to fulfilling these requirements, the 
student has demonstrated a superior level of achievement in another musical area as well as in a major.
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* December 2019 graduate
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PHUONG DIEU NGAN NGUYEN
VIET HOANG NGUYEN
SARA F. NOCTON



















































































DELANEY ILAH OLSEN *
KYLE EVAN PARKS


























* December 2019 graduate




















**  January 2020 graduate
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HONORS IN INDEPENDENT STUDY
cum laude
NILS KONISHI CARLSON
  Beach You to It: Understanding the Determinants of Tourism Specialization
BARBARA ISABEL ESPINOSA BARRERA
 Ramen and Peanut Butter: Food Insecurity at Lawrence University
BAILEY RUTH UNDERWOOD
 5-HT Receptor Subtype May Mediate CRH Production in Hypothalamus
magna cum laude
MICHELE DONOVAN HAEBERLIN
  Movement Research: Exploring Liminality of Dance
SARA L. PROSTKO




 Video Games, Virtual Reality, and the Progression of the Cinema of Interactions
SAMUEL ERNEST MILLER
 Werewomen: An Exhumation of Transness in Horror Cinema
HONORS IN INDEPENDENT STUDY—cum laude, magna cum laude and summa cum laude— 
are based upon independent study in the senior year on a special project of more than ordinary  
difficulty in the student’s major field and are awarded on the basis of an honors thesis and an oral 
examination of the thesis.
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TEACHER CERTIFICATION
* AARON ANDREW ARTHUR
* JENA ROSE BLISS
 MIKAELA LILLY BOLKER
* CASWELL WILLIAM BURR
* LUTIA LATYRA BRIANA COLBERT
* LIA JULIANNE ELDRIDGE
* MATTHEW DEAN FOWLER
* SAMANTHA MICHELLE GIBSON
* GEORGIA RIEDERER GREENBERG
* ALEXANDER DAVID HADLICH
* HANNAH ROSE HAYAT
* JONATHAN THOMAS IBACH
* EMILIA ANNE JACKSON
 BENJAMIN CHAMBERS JOHNSON
* AMANDA GRACE KARNATZ
* SARAH ANNE KRYSAN
* VICTOR GABRIEL MONTAÑEZ CRUZ
* NICHOLAS MATTHEW MUELLNER
* KELCI MAREE PAGE
* PANKHURI SINGH
* MARGARET ELLEN SMITH
* REBECCA MARIE SWANSON
* REHANNA MARIE FAROOQI REXROAT
* Pending completion of student teaching requirement
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2020 HONORS, AWARDS & PRIZES
THE LEWIS PRIZE, to the senior whose cumulative grade point average is highest
 Cynfor Chenghui Lu, Beaverton, Ore.  
THE UNIVERSITY AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN ADVISING, given to a member 
of the faculty whose dedication to his or her role as an academic advisor is considered 
particularly outstanding. The recipient is selected from among nominations submitted  
by students in the senior class
  Nancy Lin, Appleton, Wis. 
THE JOHN J. AND GRACIELA ALFIERI TUITION SCHOLARSHIP IN SPANISH, 
recognizing exceptional ability in Spanish language and literature
  Jailene Rodriguez, New York, N.Y. 
  Holly McDonald, Phoenix, Ariz.
THE MRS. H. K. BABCOCK AWARD, given to a member of the faculty, staff, 
administration, trustees, alumni, or a friend of the College, who through involvement 
and interaction with students has made a positive impact on the campus community
  Kevin P. Goggins, Appleton, Wis. 
THE PAUL V. BACON PRIZE IN LATIN, donated in 1916 by a Boston businessman and  
awarded to a junior or senior student excelling in the study of Latin
  Phuong Linh Duong, Hanoi, Vietnam 
THE LOUIS C. BAKER MEMORIAL AWARD IN MODERN LANGUAGES, established 
by colleagues, former students, and friends of Dr. Baker, who taught German and French 
at Lawrence from 1916–47, and given annually to the junior major in a modern foreign 
language who has shown outstanding achievement
  Holly McDonald, Phoenix, Ariz. 
THE BAKER PRIZE IN MODERN LANGUAGES, awarded to the senior major in a 
modern foreign language whose scholastic average in general and in modern foreign 
languages is highest among the majors in that field
  Claudia Celine Arndt, Madison, Wis. 
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THE RUTH BATEMAN AWARD, given to a woman athlete for leadership and for 
excellence in scholarship and athletic ability
  Amanda G. Karnatz, Elmhurst, Ill. 
THE ANDREW C. BERRY – JAMES C. STEWART PRIZE IN MATHEMATICS,  
awarded to an outstanding graduating senior in mathematics
  Leopold Eric Mayer, Northbrook, Ill.
THE J. BRUCE BRACKENRIDGE PRIZE IN PHYSICS, awarded to an outstanding 
junior or senior physics major with a strong academic record and great promise for 
continued work in physics
  Adrian Robert Morin Birge, East Lansing, Mich.
THE PHILIP AND ROSEMARY WILEY BRADLEY ACHIEVEMENT SCHOLARSHIP  
IN ECONOMICS, established in 1994 by Dr. and Mrs. Bradley, both members of  
the class of 1935, to encourage talented and industrious students to major in the field  
of economics
  Doan Thu Thuy Nguyen, Hanoi, Vietnam
  Nathan Marek Glaser, Tulsa, Okla.
THE DAVE BURROWS AWARD FOR SENIOR EXPERIENCE IN PSYCHOLOGY, 
established in 2019 to honor David Burrows and his insightful leadership as provost, 
professor of psychology, and director of inclusive pedagogy at the time of his retirement. 
Awarded to students whose work on their senior capstone project shows scholarly 
acumen and dedication to the creative application of research for important questions  
of psychology
  Sharon Edamala, Des Plaines, Ill. 
  Bianca Celine Pratte, Walnut Creek, Calif. 
THE IDEN CHARLES CHAMPION CUP, awarded for excellence in scholarship,  
athletic ability, college spirit, and loyalty
  Cade Foster Francour, Oshkosh, Wis. 
THE IDEN CHARLES CHAMPION AWARD IN COMMERCE & INDUSTRY,  
established in 1921 by Iden Charles Champion, Class of 1919, in recognition of his 
interest in the cause of higher education. The award is presented each year to a student 
in the Department of Economics
  Chase J. Wiedemann, Clarkston, Mich. 
  Cynfor Chenghui Lu, Beaverton, Ore. 
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THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY UNDERGRADUATE AWARD IN  
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
  Phan Quynh Châu Le, St. Paul, Minn. 
THE DEBBIE ROMAN PRIZE IN CHEMISTRY, awarded to the junior or senior 
major whose laboratory performance best exemplifies the qualities of competence, 
resourcefulness, efficiency, dedication, and goodwill
  Matthew Mohan Demers, Honesdale, Pa.
THE FRESHMAN CHEMISTRY ACHIEVEMENT AWARD, given in recognition  
of outstanding performance in the introductory chemistry courses
  Difei Jiang, Changsha, China
THE SENIOR CHEMISTRY AWARD, sponsored by the Northeast Wisconsin Section  
of the American Chemical Society and awarded to an outstanding senior major
  Katelyn Marie Kitzinger, West Bend, Wis. 
THE UNDERGRADUATE AWARD IN ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY, given to a junior 
major, for outstanding performance in analytical chemistry
  Clara Jee Marker, Marine on St. Croix, Minn.
THE DONALD KNUTH PRIZE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE, awarded annually to the 
outstanding graduating senior majoring in Mathematics-Computer Science
  Leopold Eric Mayer, Northbrook, Ill. 
THE MARGARET GARY DANIELS KEYBOARD PERFORMANCE AWARD, established 
by Helen G. Daniels, Milwaukee-Downer College, in honor and memory of her mother. 
Mrs. Margaret Daniels received a diploma in music from Milwaukee-Downer in 1918  
and graduated the following year with a Bachelor of Arts degree. The award is given to  
a student who excels in keyboard performance
  Phi Hung Nguyen, Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam
  Benjamin Price Johnson, Johnsburg, Ill. 
THE CLYDE DUNCAN PRIZE, commemorating the life and career of Clyde Duncan, 
professor of music at Lawrence from 1947–84. An accomplished performing artist and 
musicologist, Professor Duncan played a major role in creating bridges between the 
college and the conservatory of music
  Katherine Alice Mueller, Charleston, Ill.
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THE HERMAN ERB PRIZE IN GERMAN, established in 1912 by Herman Erb, a 
prominent Appleton banker, who came to this country from Germany at age 16. It is 
awarded to upperclass students on the basis of a submitted original composition or  
a scholarly essay
  Heidi Anne Kroth, Okemos, Mich. 
THE FACULTY CONVOCATION AWARD, each year, a member of the faculty is honored 
with the Faculty Convocation Award. Selection for the award is made by the President 
upon nomination of the Committee on Public Occasions. Nominees submit a proposal 
for a Convocation address. Criteria for the award include the quality of the proposal and 
the demonstrated excellence of the faculty member’s professional work
  Amy A. Ongiri, Appleton, Wis. 
THE JOHN HERBERT AND MAMIE E. FARLEY PRIZE IN PHILOSOPHY, established 
from the estate of Mrs. Farley and named also for her husband (Class of 1896), teacher of 
philosophy and psychology at Lawrence from 1904–40. It is awarded to a senior student 
excelling in the study of philosophy
  Yuechen Wang, Shanghai, China
  Samuel Ernest Miller, Minneapolis, Minn. 
THE FRATERNITY SCHOLARSHIP CUP, awarded to the fraternity with the highest 
scholarship rating for the previous three terms
 Sigma Phi Epsilon 
THE FRESHMAN STUDIES TEACHING AWARD 
  Garth Bond, Appleton, Wis. 
THE FRESHMAN STUDIES WRITING PRIZE, awarded to a student whose submitted 
paper demonstrates outstanding qualities of critical analysis and thoughtful articulation. 
The winning paper is selected by a committee of Freshman Studies instructors
  Willow Higgins, Vancouver, Wash.
THE OUTSTANDING FRESHMAN ATHLETIC AWARD FOR MEN, given to the 
freshman man who has made the most outstanding contribution to Lawrence athletics
  Zachary Michael Lodes, Ballwin, Mo. 
THE OUTSTANDING FRESHMAN ATHLETIC AWARD FOR WOMEN, given to the 
freshman woman who has made the most outstanding contribution to Lawrence athletics
  Jacqueline Fenghua Blake, Hinsdale, Ill.
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THE DORRIT F. FRIEDLANDER SCHOLARSHIP, established in 1993 by colleagues and 
students of Professor of German Dorrit F. Friedlander upon her retirement. The fund 
honors Professor Friedlander’s 42 years of distinguished teaching and assists German 
major students who will be studying in Germany
  Henry Vladimir Gottschalk, Madison, Wis. 
THE CHRISTINE GERDES AWARD IN ANTHROPOLOGY, established by Mr. and 
Mrs. Richard H. Gerdes in memory of their daughter, Christine ’74. It is awarded to an 
outstanding junior major who excels in the study of anthropology
  Rachel Lawrence Robrecht, Shorewood, Wis. 
THE BERTRAND A. GOLDGAR FELLOWSHIP, a memorial to Professor Bertrand A. 
Goldgar, the longest-serving full-time member of the faculty in Lawrence University 
history, was established in 2009 by his students, family, and friends. The Bertrand A. 
Goldgar London Fellowship will be given to a current Lawrence University student, 
preferably an English major or minor, to follow in his footsteps by spending some 
productive and inspiring time in London in the haunts of the greats: Swift, Addison, 
Fielding, and Goldgar
  Louric Rankine, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
THE JUDITH ANNE GUSTAFSON MEMORIAL AWARD, established by Mr. and 
Mrs. Martin G. Gustafson in memory of their daughter, Judith ’61, and awarded to an 
outstanding sophomore woman who best exemplifies qualities of scholarship, high  
moral character, integrity, and loyalty to school and friends
 Jessica Grace Toncler, Columbia Station, Ohio
THE RICHARD A. HARRISON AWARD FOR RESEARCH IN THE HUMANITIES  
AND SOCIAL SCIENCES, established in memory of Richard A. Harrison, dean of the 
faculty from 1992–1997
  Doan Thu Thuy Nguyen ’21, Hanoi, Vietnam
THE HICKS PRIZE IN FICTION, established by John Hicks, editor of the Oshkosh Daily 
Northwestern, United States diplomat, and Lawrence trustee (1911–16). It is awarded for the 
best submitted short story
  Jeffrey James Mason, Milwaukee, Wis. 
THE HICKS PRIZE IN POETRY, established by John Hicks, and awarded for the best  
submitted poem
  Floréal Virginia Crubaugh, Bloomington, Ill. 
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THE PAUL C. HOLLINGER AWARD IN MUSIC HISTORY, established by friends and 
family in honor of Professor Hollinger’s retirement from Lawrence after serving for 38 
years as professor of music history
  Julian Reid Bennett, Tacoma, Wash. 
THE MARJORY IRVIN PRIZE, established by family, colleagues, students, and friends to 
recognize the life and career of Marjory Irvin, professor of music at Milwaukee-Downer 
College from 1948–64 and at Lawrence from 1964–87. It is awarded for excellence in piano 
performance as both a soloist and chamber musician
  Gabrielle Cecilia Claus, Lancaster, Pa. 
  Frances Julia Lewelling, Milwaukee, Wis. 
THE RALPH V. LANDIS AWARD, established by the Lettermen of Lawrence in honor of  
Dr. Landis, physician to Lawrence students from 1926–78, and awarded for outstanding 
contributions to Lawrence athletics by a senior male athlete
  Joseph Winslow Kortenhof, Portland, Ore. 
THE LANTERN COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD, commemorates the Lantern service 
organization that was the forerunner of the current Volunteer and Community Service 
Center and recognizes a student who has furthered the growth and well-being of people, 
animals, and/or communities through service for others or through social activism
  Alexis Rae Shannon, Appleton, Wis. 
  Zhiru Wang, Chengdu, China
  Cynfor Chenghui Lu, Beaverton, Ore. 
  Danielle Jean Dixon, Waukesha, Wis. 
  Sophie Benoit Dion-Kirschner, Milwaukee, Wis. 
THE CHARLES F. LAUTER INTERNATIONAL STUDENT PRIZE, established in 2000 in 
honor of Dean Lauter’s retirement and awarded to an international student distinguished  
for scholarship, leadership, service, and support for Lawrence International
  Maria Poimenidou, Appleton, Wis. 
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THE LETTERWINNER AWARD, given to those seniors who have earned eight or more  
varsity letters
 Joseph Winslow Kortenhof, Portland, Ore. 
 Aaron Andrew Arthur, Cable, Wis. 
 Wasonu Omari Aswad Allen, Austell, Ga. 
 Hallie Virginia Sogin, St. Paul, Minn. 
 Aatmik Raju Patel, Delavan, Wis. 
 Mikaela Jane Hintz, Weyauwega, Wis. 
 Gabriel Lynn Baker, Fox Island, Wash. 
 Thomas Bradley Goldberg, Redwood City, Calif. 
THE JESSIE MAE PATE McCONAGHA PRIZE, recognizing interdisciplinary 
scholarship in art history within the humanities. It was established in memory of 
Professor McConagha, who taught French at Lawrence in the 1920s. She was a student  
of European painting and also pursued broader interests in the visual arts in the 
Appleton community
  Jenna Marie O’Rourke, Norfolk, England
THE WILLIAM A. McCONAGHA PRIZE, established by Margaret McConagha Faulkner  
and Alan C. McConagha in memory of their father, an economics professor at Lawrence 
from 1926–56, and awarded to the student who best exhibits excellence in the study  
of economics
  Cynfor Chenghui Lu, Beaverton, Ore. 
  Bridget Claire Duero, Newtown, Conn. 
THE JAMES MING PRIZE IN COMPOSITION, established in honor of James Ming, 
professor of music theory and composition in the Lawrence Conservatory from 1944–82, 
upon his retirement and awarded for outstanding creative talent and achievement in 
music composition
  Logan Timothy Willis, Cazenovia, Wis. 
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THE MITA SEN AWARD FOR SOCIETAL IMPACT AT LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY, 
established in 2012 by Abir Sen ’97 and Crystal Cullerton-Sen ’97 in honor of Abir’s 
mother, Mita Sen. Abir Sen graduated magna cum laude from Lawrence in 1997 with a 
major in economics. He later attended Harvard University, where he received an M.B.A. 
Crystal Cullerton-Sen graduated cum laude from Lawrence in 1997 with a major in 
psychology. After completing her B.A. at Lawrence University, she obtained her doctorate 
in School Psychology with a minor in Child Development from the University of 
Minnesota. The Mita Sen Award for Societal Impact will be awarded annually to students 
whose work has the potential to positively impact society
  Shirley Xu, Korla, China
THE MORTAR BOARD HONORARY AWARD, given to a faculty member or 
administrator who best advances the spirit of scholarship, recognizes and encourages 
leadership, and provides service, those ideals upon which Mortar Board was established
  Constance Kassor, Appleton, Wis. 
THE EDWIN H. OLSON AWARD IN HUMAN SERVICES, established by students, 
friends, and colleagues in honor of Professor Olson’s retirement from Lawrence in 1989. 
It is awarded to the best senior psychology major planning to undertake a career in one 
of the psychology-related helping professions
  Sara Lynn Prostko, Kenosha, Wis.
  Daphne Thomas, Chicago, Ill. 
THE PEABODY PRIZE IN LATIN, established by Emma Peabody Harper in 1910 in 
memory of her father, George F. Peabody, and awarded to a sophomore who has attained 
the highest proficiency in college Latin
  Ellary Heather Anderson, Brookline, Mass. 
THE MAURICE CUNNINGHAM PHI BETA KAPPA PRIZE, awarded to the junior with 
the highest grade point average
 Phan Quynh Châu Le, St. Paul, Minn.
THE PHI BETA KAPPA DOWNER FRESHMAN PRIZE, for recognition of outstanding 
acaedmic performance at the end of the freshman year
 Christopher James Aceto, Mequon, Wis. 
 Ishita Agarwal, Gurgaon, India 
 Marion Villahermosa Hermitanio, De Pere, Wis. 
 Alexander John Rothstein, Huntingdon, Pa. 
 Miriam Adler Syvertsen, Madison, Wis. 
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THE PI KAPPA LAMBDA COMPOSITION AWARD, for exceptional originality and skill 
in music composition
  Aaron Samuel Montreal, Port Washington, Wis. 
THE PI KAPPA LAMBDA MUSIC EDUCATION TEACHING AWARD, 
  Julianna Faith Basile, Santa Rosa, Calif. 
  Anna Elizabeth Patch, Grants Pass, Ore. 
THE PI KAPPA LAMBDA FRESHMAN PRIZE, given for outstanding scholarly achievement
  Justin Arthur Collins, St. Louis, Mo. 
  Marissa Ann Zintel, Oregon, Wis. 
THE PI KAPPA LAMBDA JAZZ COMPOSITION AWARD, for exceptional  
originality and skill in jazz music composition
  Timothy Roy Moyer, Kennebunk, Maine 
THE POLITICAL SCIENCE JOURNAL AWARD, given to an outstanding  
undergraduate student
  Catherine Ann Roe, Janesville, Wis. 
  Joseph Anthony Magyar, Elk Grove Village, Ill.
THE CHARLES E. POND AWARD FOR MEN, given for all-around athletic ability by a 
senior man in two or more sports and for sportsmanship, school spirit, and scholarship
  Andrea Arivella, Bolzano, Italy
THE POND AWARD FOR WOMEN, given for all-around athletic ability by a senior 
woman in two or more sports and for sportsmanship, school spirit, and scholarship
  Mikaela Jane Hintz, Weyauwega, Wis. 
THE MOJMIR POVOLNY PRIZE IN GOVERNMENT, established to honor the 
retirement of Professor Povolny, who was a member of the government faculty from 
1958–89. It is given to an outstanding senior government student
  Liesl Collette Hostetter, Rockingham, Va. 
  Matthew Fletcher Gerg, Verona, Wis.
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THE PRESSER FOUNDATION MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP, awarded to the outstanding 
music major entering the final year of study
  Noah Emmanuel Vazquez, Cincinnati, Ohio
THE WILLIAM F. RANEY PRIZE IN HISTORY, established and named for this  
Rhodes Scholar and former professor of history at Lawrence (1920–55) and given to  
an outstanding history major. The prize is awarded to the senior with the highest GPA 
in the major
  Kathleen Cassidy Martenis, Newton, Mass.
THE MARION READ AWARD, given for outstanding contributions to Lawrence athletics
 Alexis Ruth Angemi, Hesperia, Calif. 
THE GERVAIS E. AND MARY K. REED AWARD, given to the senior who, in the opinion 
of classmates, best exemplifies academic achievement and service to others and whose 
extracurricular activity, either on or off campus, demonstrates commitment to the  
common good
 Willa Julia Dworschack, Soldiers Grove, Wis. 
THE PROFESSOR GERVAIS E. REED AWARD FOR OFF-CAMPUS STUDY IN 
FRANCOPHONE COUNTRIES, established in memory of Professor Gervais E. Reed 
with gifts from family members and friends upon his passing in June 2007. Professor 
Reed taught in the French department for 32 years. He held the Marie Wollpert 
Professorship in Modern Languages and was honored by the French government as 
a Chevalier dans l’Ordre des Palmes Academiques for his promotion of the French 
language in the United States. The fund recognizes Lawrence students who excel 
in French studies and supports their participation in off-campus programs in 
Francophone countries
  Alexa R. Praxl, Lowell, Ind. 
THE ALEXANDER J. REID PRIZE IN ENGLISH, bequeathed in 1911 by Alexander Reid, 
editor of the Appleton Post, U.S. diplomat, and Lawrence trustee (1895–97), the prize is 
awarded to the student who writes the best sketch
  Simone Ariella Levy, Greenwood Village, Colo. 
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THE ESTELLE RAY REID PRIZE IN ART, established by a bequest from Estelle Ray 
Reid, daughter of Appleton Post editor Alexander J. Reid, and awarded for graduate  
study of art
  Anna Grace Cohen ’19, Madison, Wis. 
THE ESTELLE REID PRIZE IN LIBRARY SCIENCE, established from her estate in  
1961 and awarded to a student planning to pursue the graduate study of library science
  Sophie Jeanne Penniman ’19, Appleton, Wis. 
  Allison Elizabeth Thiede Wray ’17, West Bend, Wis. 
THE THOMAS B. REID PRIZE IN JOURNALISM, established in 1961 in memory of 
Thomas B. Reid, brother of Alexander J. Reid, and awarded to a student intending to 
pursue graduate study in journalism
  Michele Donovan Haeberlin, West Bend, Wis. 
THE ELIZABETH RICHARDSON AWARD—ART HISTORY, established in memory of 
this Milwaukee-Downer graduate by her friends and family. Miss Richardson, M-D’40, 
served in World War II as a member of the Red Cross in France, where she died in  
a plane crash. The prize is awarded to women excelling in art history
  Wenshu Wang, Luoyang, China
THE ELIZABETH RICHARDSON AWARD—STUDIO ART, established in memory of 
this Milwaukee-Downer graduate by her friends and family. Miss Richardson, M-D’40, 
served in World War II as a member of the Red Cross in France, where she died in a 
plane crash. The prize is awarded to women excelling in studio art
  Callie Kiesow, Menasha, Wis. 
THE SUMNER RICHMAN STUDENT RESEARCH AWARD IN BIOLOGY, established 
in honor of Sumner Richman, member of the Lawrence faculty from 1957–95, upon his 
retirement and awarded to a student showing promise in biological research
  Luke Eric Shimabukuro, Lake Forest, Ill. 
THE PATRICIA RITTER PRIZE IN CHINESE CULTURE, established in honor of Ritter 
for her work in promoting academic exchange between China and the United States. 
The award recognizes exceptional achievement by a Lawrence undergraduate in the study 
of Chinese culture
  Amanda Brooke Chin, Portland, Ore. 
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THE PATRICIA RITTER PRIZE IN CHINESE LANGUAGE, recognizing exceptional 
achievement by a Lawrence undergraduate in the study of Chinese language
  Christa Zhang, St. Louis, Mo. 
THE HOWARD AND HELEN RUSSELL AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN BIOLOGICAL 
RESEARCH, established by family and friends. Members of the Russell family have 
been strong supporters of liberal education and Lawrence University; Howard and Helen 
Russell are grandparents of Elizabeth De Stasio ’83, professor of biology and Raymond 
H. Herzog Professor of Science, whose husband, Bart De Stasio ’82, is also a professor 
of biology. This year the award is given in honor of Elizabeth De Stasio’s father, Roger 
Schoenfeld. This award recognizes excellence in biological research at the college
  Sophie Benoit Dion-Kirschner, Milwaukee, Wis. 
  Ana Lucila Del Carmen Bautista Ruiz, Madison, Wis.
THE LOUIS HENRY SCHUTTE MEMORIAL PRIZE IN ENGLISH, established by 
Dr. William M. Schutte, professor of English at Lawrence from 1960–84, in honor of 
his father, who served for 35 years as headmaster of Rumsey Hall School in Cornwall, 
Connecticut. It is awarded to the senior English major with the highest grade point 
average for all courses completed in the six terms immediately preceding his or her final 
term at Lawrence
  Cynfor Chenghui Lu, Beaverton, Ore. 
THE SENIOR ART AWARD IN ART HISTORY, awarded to students excelling in studio 
art or art history
  Angelica Hurtado, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
THE SENIOR ART AWARD IN STUDIO ART, awarded to students excelling in studio art 
or art history
  Benjamin Tanner MacArthur, Roswell, Ga. 
THE SORORITY CUP, awarded to the sorority with the highest scholarship rating for the 
previous three terms
 Kappa Alpha Theta
THE WARREN HURST STEVENS PRIZE, established in 1926 by David Harrison 
Stevens, Lawrence University Class of 1906, in memory of his brother, Warren.  
David Stevens served the college as a trustee from 1949 to 1960 and was honored by 
his alma mater in 1931 with an honorary Doctor of Laws degree. The Stevens Prize is 
awarded to a junior in recognition of high scholarship and activity in college affairs
 Oryan O. Brown, Brooklyn, N.Y.
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THE STUDENT LIFE AWARD, established in 1978 and sponsored by the Lawrence 
University Alumni Association, and given to a senior in recognition of leadership and service
  Jessenia Jasmin Zelaya, Los Angeles, Calif.
 Gabriel Lynn Baker, Fox Island, Wash.
 
THE TANK-PALMQUIST-ROSS AWARD IN GEOLOGY, established in honor of 
Professors Ronald W. Tank, John C. Palmquist, and Theodore W. Ross. It is awarded 
to the outstanding geology student in the junior class
  Erin Cecilia Szablewski, Shorewood, Wis. 
THE JEAN WILEY THICKENS PRIZE, established in 1988 by Laura Thickens Halford,  
Lawrence University Class of 1938, in honor of her mother and in recognition of the 
life and work of Dr. Roger Nichols, former director of the Boston Science Museum. It is 
given to the student who, by interest, scholarship, and aptitude, shows the most promise 
for teaching at the high school level 
  Lutia Latyra Briana Colbert, Dallas, Texas
  Aaron Andrew Arthur, Cable, Wis.
THE TICHENOR PRIZE IN ENGLISH, donated in 1888 by Charles Orlando Tichenor, 
who graduated from Lawrence in 1862 and served as an attorney in the Civil War. It is 
awarded to the student with the best critical essay about a work of English literature
  Bridget Marie Bartal, Williams Bay, Wis. 
THE E. GRAHAM WARING PRIZE IN RELIGIOUS STUDIES, established in 1987 
by colleagues and friends to honor the retirement of E. Graham Waring, professor of 
religious studies. This prize is given to a student for the best paper written in a religious 
studies course
  Katherine Alice Mueller, Charleston, Ill.
THE EDWIN N. AND RUTH Z. WEST SCHOLARSHIP, a merit award for students 
of exceptional promise. The scholarship is competitive and is granted to continuing 
students beginning with the sophomore year
 Madeline Harper Guest, Northbrook, Ill. 
 Margaret Milbrey Walker, Austin, Texas 
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THE RALPH WHITE PRIZE IN MATHEMATICS, donated by Mrs. Mary White in 1921 
in memory of her son, Ralph, Class of 1899, and awarded to a sophomore student 
excelling in the study of mathematics
  Guilherme Roma Moura Martins, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
  Qiuyu Fan, Chengdu, China
THE ALEXANDER WILEY PRIZE, established by the family of Alexander Wiley, a 
United States Senator from Wisconsin for 24 years, and awarded to an undergraduate, 
preferably a senior, who has, in his or her college years, most demonstrated a principled 
independence of thought, moral courage, and creative commitment to a significant cause
  Shelby Leigh Siebers, Little Chute, Wis. 
  De Andre Denzel King, Laurelton, N.Y. 
THE HENRY MERRITT WRISTON SCHOLARSHIP, established in 1975 to honor the 
eighth president of Lawrence University, and awarded to those students whose academic 
excellence is reflected by their wide-ranging interests, balanced personalities, and the 
multiple abilities one associates with a truly educated person
 Claire Chamberlin, Rhoadesville, Va. 
 Jacklyn Kay Lockwood, Appleton, Wis. 
 Oscar Alfredo Loya, Santa Fe, N.M. 
 David H Pickar, Weston, Wis.
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NATASHA TRETHEWEY is a distinguished poet who has made extraordinary contributions 
to American arts and letters. Born in Gulfport, Mississippi, she earned advanced degrees 
in poetry from Hollins University and the University of Massachusetts. Her first collection, 
Domestic Work, was selected by Rita Dove for the inaugural Cave Canem Poetry Prize. 
She then published Bellocq’s Ophelia, Thrall, and the Pulitzer Prize-winning Native Guard. 
A mainstay of Lawrence’s Freshman Studies curriculum, each year Native Guard introduces 
hundreds of students to the continuing power and relevancy of poetry as a means to 
understand the world.
In addition to her collections of poetry, she published Beyond Katrina: A Meditation on the 
Mississippi Gulf Coast, often described as a work of nonfiction, but which, in fact, masterfully 
weaves both poetry and prose, meteorological history and personal history, into a compelling 
story of heartbreak and hope. 
Her many accolades include a literature fellowship from the National Endowment for the Arts, 
twice receiving the Lillian Smith Book Award, an Academy of American Poets Fellowship, and 
tenure as both the Poet Laureate of Mississippi and United States Poet Laureate.
She is a celebrated educator, teaching at Duke University, the University of North Carolina-
Chapel Hill, Emory University and as the current Board of Trustees Professor of English at 
Northwestern University. 
Trethewey is a poet for our times and a poet for the ages, courageously drawing on personal 
experience to confront the deep inequalities that define our past and infuse our present. 
As the United States remains a crucible of reckoning with the racial injustice that has 
informed the nation from its earliest days, her elegiac examination of memory and history, 
both public and personal, offers us art in its highest form. She illuminates fundamental 
truths with deft and searing elegance while also demonstrating the power of hope, 
community, and human connection. 
HONORARY DEGREES are awarded by Lawrence University to recognize individuals whose extraordinary 
intellectual or artistic achievements or significant acts of public service exemplify the fundamental 
educational values of the university. By such recognition, the university honors the individual recipient 
and affirms its commitment to the qualities represented by that individual.
NATASHA TRETHEWEY
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Academic attire worn during Commencement ceremonies and on other formal 
occasions is based on common styles of the 14th and 15th centuries in Europe. In a time 
when both men and women wore gowns or robes, it became common practice to adopt 
distinctive gowns for various professions, trades and religious orders. The ceremonial 
garb of a modern academic procession thus is descended from the working clothes 
of a medieval scholar, who was often a cleric. Long gowns were desirable in unheated 
medieval universities, and the hood may have been developed to cover a tonsured head.
This tradition of academic dress, particularly as known at Oxford and Cambridge, passed 
to the American colonies and was standardized by an Intercollegiate Code in 1895. The 
code sets forth rules governing the color, shape and materials of the three primary items 
of academic apparel: the gown, the hood and the cap.
Gowns differ according to the level of degree earned by the wearer. Traditionally, the 
baccalaureate (bachelor’s degree) gown has pointed sleeves and is worn closed. The 
gown for the master’s degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, that hangs down. 
The rear part of the oblong shape is square-cut, and the front part has an arc cut away. 
The doctoral gown is the most ornate, with a velvet facing and three velvet chevrons on 
each bell-shaped sleeve. Both master’s and doctor’s gowns can be worn either open or 
closed. While most doctoral gowns are black, some universities have adopted gowns in 
their institutional colors.
For those who know how to “read” them, academic hoods signal both the wearer’s 
field of study (the velvet border) and the institution by which it was conferred (the silk 
lining). The Lawrence hood is lined in blue, with two white chevrons. In addition to the 
institutional colors, colors associated with specific academic disciplines are used for the 
trim on doctors’ gowns, the edging of hoods and the tassels of caps. The most frequently 
worn colors in the Lawrence academic procession are: dark blue (philosophy, including 
Ph.D.s in other disciplines), pink (music) and lemon yellow (library science). Other 
discipline-related colors include white (arts, letters, humanities), golden yellow (science), 
purple (law), copper (economics), drab (business), light blue (education) and brown 
(fine arts).
The cap was the last item added to the academic ensemble and is most often hard and 
square, although variations in softer materials and different shapes also have been 
adopted. At Commencement, degree candidates wear the tassel on the right front of the 
cap and shift it to the left front immediately after degrees are conferred. The ceremonial 
mace carried at the head of academic processions by the college marshal (a senior 
member of the faculty) and the usher batons carried by the marshal’s deputies were 
crafted by silversmith E. Dane Purdo, former professor of art. The badge of office for 
President Mark Burstein was also created by Professor Purdo. 
READING THE REGALIA
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An academic procession has an exact order of march, set by tradition: the president—
preceded by the college marshal and the mace—enters first, followed by trustees, 
administrative officers and other members of the party that will be seated on the 
platform. They are followed, in turn, by the faculty. At Commencement, the faculty 
enters and, as a sign of respect, forms two rows on either side of the center aisle, through 
which the graduating seniors pass.
Membership in honorary societies is designated by cords worn on the gowns of four  
groups of graduates. Members of Phi Beta Kappa, the nation’s most prestigious academic 
honor society, wear cords of pink and sky blue, the society’s official colors. Members of 
Mortar Board, the senior honor society, wear cords of silver and gold signifying opportunity 
and achievement. Seniors who were members of the sophomore honor society Lambda 
Sigma wear royal blue and gold honor cords signifying, respectively, truth and honor. 
Members of Sigma Alpha Iota, the international music fraternity for women, wear red 
and white honor cords representing membership, leadership and service by women in the 
musical arts.
Membership of the class leadership team wear a single cord entwined with blue and 
silver to recognize their leadership of the senior class and to represent the guidance they 
will provide in the years ahead as alumnae/i.
Posse scholars wear double navy and white cords to recognize their leadership in helping  
Lawrence achieve its goal of having a supportive and welcoming environment.
Members of the Honor Council wear a single cord of royal purple intertwined with gold. 
The purple stands for honor and the gold symbolizes the Golden Rule. Other  
student groups and organizations often wear cords symbolizing their membership 
or achievements.

